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AUTHOR’S NOTE 
 

Thank you for taking this golfing journey with us, oh fabled Weekend Warrior! 
Let's get some legal stuff out of the way first!   
 

Some Legal Stuff:  THIS BOOK CANNOT BE GIVEN AWAY! 
However, feel free to become an Affiliate and reap the 
rewards of selling it.  But to give it away...well, that's not 
nice...and, it's illegal, too!  
 

Now let’s consider the more interesting stuff. 
 
First, where did the term golf come from?  Well, the Dutch had a word for club, 
called KOLF.   A hybrid of the game we know and hate – I mean love – today 
was originally played there.  It was called spel meten kolven.  It came to the 
Scots in the 15th century, and the rest, as they say, is history!  
 
This book has been in the works for about three years now.  I've become a 
collector of golf tips from my own experiences on the course.  I am always up 
to trying something new, and some type of original shot.  I've found what's 
worked best, and started jotting down those priceless pieces of information.  
From those 'tips,' I went on to form a newsletter geared towards helping 
golfers of all abilities improve their game.  I focus on what I call "Weekend 
Warriors", those whose real opportunity to live their passion comes primarily 
on the weekend, when off from work.  
 
The tips provided will work whether you are a regular or occasional golfer.  
There are approximately 220 tips, covering every facet of the game.  
I know that you will shave strokes off your game.  How many?  Frankly, that 
depends on how good you are now.  But we don’t believe we am being 
unrealistic by saying even the golfer who shoots in the 70's will shave at  
least three strokes off their game.   The people we used as lab rats for our 
theories would certainly hold that claim to be true.  
 
So, thank you, and on with the show..... 
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INTRODUCTION 
Our Theory of Golf 

 
We all play golf to have fun.  It's important to remember that.  Yet, too often, 
we're anxious about performance.  You can still try hard and concentrate on 
your swing, but just don't let the pursuit of perfection consume you.  
 
Otherwise, performance anxiety might hamper the freedom of your swing 
and spirit.  Golf is just a game.  In the bigger scheme of life, it doesn't matter 
much.  Taking this attitude to the tees allows your performance and comfort 
level to rise.  
  
Our bottom line philosophy:  It's much better to practice while you play, than 
on a range or somewhere else.  Why?  Most people can't afford the time, or 
the instruction fees.  Besides, on the range, if you hit a bad shot, what 
happens?  You hit another shot.  There's no consequence to it.  If you 
practice what we teach you, on the course, then every shot counts!!!  
 
Look – when you really examine it, golf is a pretty simple game:  
 

• On average, you have 72 shots over 6,134 yards.  That averages out 
to be 85 yards a shot.   

 
• Can you hit the ball 85 yards?  OK, a little trite there, but let's take 27 

shots away for putting.  (I know, you use 54 putts a round.  But...you 
won't after reading this book!!)  

 
• That's an average of 1.5 yards per putt.  (Being REALLY GENEROUS 

HERE, FOLKS!!).  That leaves about 6,093 yards left.  (OK, that's a lot 
left.  Maybe putting IS important??)  

 
• Anyway, that's 72 shots minus 27, which leaves 45 shots to get 6,095 

yards.  (OK, I rounded up.  Shoot me!)  
 
• That's an average of 135 yards per shot.  (You can DO THAT, can't 

you?)  
 
• So, one bad shot per hole.  45 minus 18 bad shots equals 27 shots.  

Hmm, but let's assume your bad shots aren't complete whiffs.  That's 
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about 5 yards per bad shot multiplied by 18, which equals (hold on, l 
have a calculator here) 90 yards.  So, that’s 6,000 yards for 27 shots. 
(OK, I rounded down.  You already shot me, so what?!?)  

 
• That's 222 yards a shot.  So, if you can hit the ball 222 yards each hole, 

with 18 bad shots in there for good measure, and average 1.5 putts per 
hole, you’ll shoot par.   

 
So, why did you want this book?  Go Get Your Refund Now!!!  

 
You're already a par golfer, aren't you?  
 
OK, neither am I.  But I know what I am doing wrong, and I’m learning 
quickly...and I shoot in the 70's most of the time.  
 
Why?  Practice?  Sure, the more you play, the better you'll be.  But, we also 
believe that Weekend Warriors get their practice when they actually golf.  I 
can hear the PGA  and club pros saying "Whhaaaattt?  Heresy!  Throw that 
author into the 9th hole's brook!"  
 
Seriously, who has time to practice??  My practice consists of swinging the 
club before the first tee.  If  you do have time, GREAT!!  You'll REALLY 
benefit from this book.  If you don't, worry not.  That's why we wrote this book:    
To get you out of trouble, teach you tricks to save a few shots, and basically 
rail against conventional wisdom. 
  
When you get right down to it, a 4 is a four is a 4 is a four on your scorecard, 
no matter how you did it.  And THAT, my friends, is the bottom line!  
 
What will  we focus  on?  Well, with hundreds of tips, we  can focus on A 
LOT!!  Will all the tips benefit you?   Probably not.   But, you will walk away 
with tips and tricks and more knowledge that we will guarantee the following: 
  

• If you shoot 110 or higher,  you'll be breaking 100!   
• If you shoot 100 or higher, you'll be in the low 90's   
• If you shoot in the 90's, you'll save 8 strokes   
• If you shoot in the 80's, you'll save 6 strokes   
• If you shoot in the 70's, you'll save a few strokes.   
• If you shoot in the 60's, email us.  We want some lessons!   
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What will we go over? Well, we’re big fans of Tiger Woods and Vijay Singh. 
(I’m a fan of Davis Love, too, because he's my size, and it irritates me that he 
can out-drive me by 100 yards...but you have to admire that.) 
 
Anyway, ask them, they'll tell you.  You learn this game from the green to the 
tee.  And that's how we are going to present the following golf tips:  
  

• How to putt   
• How to chip   
• How to hit a pitch shot   
• How to play the fairways   
• How to drive   
• Course Management   
• How to swing a club properly   
• How to shave strokes off your game with our HOT TIPS   
• How to have FUN!   
                         ...and much much more... 

 
We have formulated our golf tips for all golfers.  We will talk about practical 
golf tips, ways to lower your score using clubs in your bag for 'alternative' 
shots, and recommendations on ways to lower your score.  
  
free-golf-tip.com will not pretend to promise to lower your score by 30 
strokes...unless you are shooting 120 or higher, and then we WILL 
make that promise!  
 
So, let's REALLY get going! 
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PUTTING 
It’s Important!  

 
 

Putting is thirty to forty percent of most players’ scores. Keep 
track of your putts per round and challenge yourself to improve 
by two putts. And SPEED is just as important as LINE.  Trust me. 
   
Putting is the use of a small, flat faced club to hit a ball that is 
1.62" in diameter into a hole roughly three times that size with 
anywhere from one to 10 strokes.  A putt is good if nobody is 
looking, and you feel a professional would have a 20/80 chance 
of making it on a good day.  Pick up.  

  
Consider Jack Nicklaus’s mindset (Copied from Golf Digest or Golf Tips, I 
can't remember!!):   
  
A man goes up to Jack Nicklaus, and asks him if he remembers missing that 
second putt three years ago in the final round, final hole.  He ended up 
three-putting, according to the fan. 
  
“Sir, you’re wrong,” Jack said firmly.  “I have never three-putted the last hole 
of a tournament or missed inside five feet on the last hole of a tournament.” 
  
“But, Mr. Nicklaus,” the man objected, “I have it on tape.  I could send it to 
you.  Lee Trevino was in the broadcast booth, and he said you never used to 
miss short putts, but now you miss them to the right sometimes and then you 
missed an entire cup to the right...”  
 
“There’s no need to send me anything, Sir,” Jack interrupted him.  “I was 
there.  I have never three-putted the last green of a tournament or missed 
from inside five feet on the last green of a tournament.” 
  
Jack finished his talk and headed for the airport where his jet was parked.  
Jack has a busy schedule.  
 
But the questioning man lingered, and he approached me, “Dr. Rotella,” he 
said, “what’s wrong with Nicklaus?  Why can’t he just admit it?  You’re the 
psychology expert.  Can you explain it?” 
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I asked the man whether he played golf.  
 
“Yes,” he said.  
 
“What’s your handicap?” I asked.  
 
“About 16,” he said. 
  
“And if you missed a short putt on the last hole of a tournament, you’d 
remember it and admit it,” I observed. 
  
“Of course,” he confirmed.  
 
“So let me get this straight,” I said.  “You’re a 16-handicap, and Jack Nicklaus 
is the greatest golfer ever, and you want Jack to think like you?” 
  
The man had no answer. 
  
The point of the story, of course, is not whether Jack Nicklaus has ever 
missed a short putt on the last hole of a tournament.  Of course he has.  The 
point is that Jack’s memory works differently from the memories of a lot of 
golfers.  He has selective amnesia.  He’s able to block from his mind all the 
missed putts.  He keeps and replays the memories of made putts.  He’s able 
to retain a firm belief that the next one is going in the hole.  He’s able to think 
of himself as a great putter.  
   

 
If there’s a pond nearby, the ball will tend to break toward it. 

  
If there's a mountain nearby the ball will tend to break away from the 

tallest peak around you. 
  

No, these really aren't old wives' tales!!  
 Too many mechanical thoughts can spoil your stroke. 

 
 

I sometimes feel a tendency – which many of you share – to take the putter 
back on an inside path.  Then I have to manipulate it to make good contact.  
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Left-to-right putts, especially, can give me fits.  Taking the club straight back 
and straight through is such an elemental idea that I forget it from time to 
time – but it’s a key to solid putting. 
  
A good drill for short putts is to lay two clubs on the ground, parallel to the line 
of the putt and a little wider apart than the length of your putter head.  Then 
stroke putts between the clubs.  Accelerate the putter down the line, and 
you’ll groove a sound stroke. 
 
You have to hit each putt so the ball rolls at the right speed.  If you don’t have 
the speed, you don’t know where to aim.  The right speed means hitting a 
putt so the ball that misses the cup finishes 14 to 18 inches past the hole.  
This distance is true, no matter the length of the putt.  Two feet or forty feet, 
your aim must be to hit the ball at a pace that will see it finish 14 to 18 inches 
beyond the hole. 
  
The firmer you hit a putt, the less the ball bends or breaks on even the 
steepest gradient.  So don’t be fooled into thinking that there’s only one way 
a putt can be holed.  On, say, a 20-footer, you probably have about five 
possibilities.  How hard you hit the ball is one factor.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Attach a tee to the face of your putter to help align to your target.  

   
The putter should be taken back at a slow, even pace, and then swung 

forward at the same speed.   
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Stance:  It's all up to YOU! 
There is so minimal movement in your legs and body during the 

stroke, the width of your stance is more a matter of what is 
comfortable for you than anything else. 

 
  

Ball Position  
 
It may surprise you to know that ball position is one of the most overlooked 
fundamentals of putting. You can greatly improve your chances of making 
putts and even avoid a few poor stroke habits and compensations by simply 
setting up with the ball in the proper position. Where you place the ball in 
your putting stance can be just as important as where you place it in your 
full-swing shots.   
    

 
NEVER mix and match putting strokes and full swings.    

If you have a short, quick swing, putt that way, too.   
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Let's Play Toesies!  
 
For short putts, use a very narrow stance, position the ball in the center, and 
then stroke the putt by taking the putter back to your back foot (big toe) and 
through to your front foot.  Do this for different stance widths until you 
develop a feel for how long a backstroke you need for each length of putt.  
Once on the course, simply match the distance of your putt to your foot width 
and putt toe-to-toe.  
    
Short Putts  
 
The problem with short putts is that you can see the cup in your peripheral 
vision.    
 
Focus on stroking the ball past the tee.  Focus on the ball and avoid 
sneaking a peak at the hole.  We all get nervous over short putts, but the key 
to making them is to treat them like any other putt.  
 
Putt High To The Cup  
 
When lining up breaking putts, pros will always favor the "high" side of the 
hole rather than the "low" side. The law of averages tells you that, as a putt is 
breaking near the hole, gravity works in your favor if the ball is above the hole. 
If the ball is breaking away on the low side, gravity works against you. It's 
pretty simple – remember the pro side, not the low side, and you'll make 
more putts!   
   
Keep Two Sets of Stats For Putting 
   
Your two sets should be putts per round (PPR) and putts on holes where 
you've hit the green in regulation (GIR).  The first stat always averages under 
two putts per hole. The second stat does not.   
 
When I first started tracking these, I was never hitting the GIR.  I didn't realize 
how much missing the green with my iron,  then pitching/chipping onto the 
green, was causing my putting game to look much better than it really was.  
With a little practice on longer distance putting, you'll see your average start 
to drop. And remember, a short one-putt for par after a chip is nowhere near 
as exciting as that 22 foot attempt for birdie.  Now we're golfing!  
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Bowling For Putts 
  
Are you having trouble with putting distance control? Try rehearsing a few 
strokes without a putter while standing in a golf-like address position. Now, 
take a ball in your hand and roll it toward the hole – or just imagine you are 
going to roll it.  When you think you have good feel for how hard to roll it, put 
the putter back in your hand and use the same motion to hit the ball.   
    
Set Up Correctly  
  
A common tendency for Weekend Warriors is to set up with ball in the middle 
of their stance and then make a forward press with their hands to get into a 
position that feels correct. The problem with this setup is that setting your 
hands ahead of the ball at address puts negative loft on your putter. Your 
stroke will drive the ball down into the green and make it bounce just after 
impact, affecting the speed, and, often, the line of the putt. 
   
You’ll also see many golfers who play the ball too far forward – lined up even 
with or ahead of the toes of the front foot (the left foot for right-handed 
golfers). When the ball is this far forward in your stance, your hands might be 
behind the ball at impact, adding unnecessary loft to your putter, and again, 
causing the ball to bounce after impact. 
   
Because your putting stroke has an arc with a definite bottom, where the sole 
of the club is closest to the ground, you can easily find the ideal location to 
place the ball in your putting stance. To locate your stroke bottom, lift your 
putter slightly up off the ground, and then swing it back and forth, back and 
forth, with your eyes closed. Gently lower your strokes until you feel the sole 
of your putter just brushing the grass (or carpet) at the bottom of each swing. 
Open your eyes and watch carefully to see the exact bottom of your stroke 
arc. 
   
Bingo,  you found the 'A SPOT.' The ball should be positioned two inches in 
front of that. WHY???  K-mart!  Wal-Mart!  Nooo...I mean TARGET!!!   
Three-foot putts can really mess with your mind if you let them.  Imagine a 
bulls-eye attached to the back of the cup. This image encourages you to 
accelerate the putter through to the hole and keep the clubface moving 
square to the hole.   
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Hand Position  
  
Remember to position your hands directly over the ball.  Assuming your 
putter is a proper fit for you, this will enable you to maintain the ideal loft 
through impact and promote a smoother, more consistent roll. Proper ball 
position will help you make more putts, so learn where the ball should be in 
your stance...and keep it there! 
   
Left Hand - Hey, it works for the Pro's! 
   
First, stand square to the target and let your left arm and hand hang down 
from your shoulder, and place it on your putter. From this position, there is no 
danger of the right hand becoming dominant and turning over. It’s important 
to keep your shoulders level and your body aimed parallel to the target line.   
    
 The Toe 
 
The toe is your best friend when going downhill.  Downhill putts tend to be 
fast and difficult. Try doing what many pros do:  Hit the ball on the toe of the 
putter, not on the sweet-spot. This tends to "deaden" the jump on the ball and 
stops it from going way past the hole. Don't do this on uphill putts though!   
    
Sssshh!  Arms Quiet!!  

  
Keep your hands and arms quiet to eliminate any jerky motion. You don’t 
need any forearm rotation or wrist break in sound putting.  The putter face 
stays square, because your arms and shoulders swing along your body line.   
    
Downhill Putts 
 
Stand next to your ball and make several practice strokes as you normally do. 
Keep stroking until – in your mind's eye – you see the perfect length and 
rhythm for your stroke.  Once this perfect stroke has registered in your 
subconscious, immediately set up over the ball and lower your hands (choke 
up) at least three inches (and sometimes as much as six) down the grip. The 
shorter the putter, the less energy will be transmitted to the ball.   Now make 
the exact same stroke you just practiced. You'll be surprised how softly your 
putt rolls while staying on its intended line. 
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The Faster the Putt 

  
The faster the putt, the farther down the grip you need to go. If the putt is 
ridiculously fast – and ridiculously fast putts do exist; you bet your sweet Big 
Bertha they do – go all the way onto the bare metal shaft with your grip.    
    
 Putt with Your Eyes Closed! 
  
Can you play golf with your eyes closed? You'd be surprised. By practicing 
putts with your eyes shut, it's easier to feel body movements. You should 
sense your shoulders working like a pendulum. Next thing you know, you'll 
hear the ball hitting the bottom of the cup!   
    

 
Bottom line:  The faster the putt, the lower you go. Write that down!!   

    
FOCUS!!  Don't waste a shot!!  Every putt is make-able! 

 
   

That’s right, and YOU must believe it. Great putting comes from a 
fundamentally solid stroke and from something from within you. Good 
putters believe they are good; they know they can make putts, and they 
expect to.  There are many aspects to putting:  A neutral grip, good balance, 
good stroke path and finish position. These may sound very basic to you, but 
do you have all of these traits? If you don’t, how much time do you spend 
practicing putting? None?  Well, me neither, so don't worry about it.  But do 
think about it when you are on the first green.   
    
Hands Across the Putter, Putter  
 
One common error in putting is a breakdown of the wrists – they should work 
as a unit! If this problem applies to you, try using a "cross-hand" grip. To do 
this, place the left hand down the grip where the right hand would normally 
be, and put the right hand atop the grip. This may feel odd at first, but it 
forces the hands to work as a unit, which is one of the fundamentals of good 
putting. And remember Always keep the hands in front of the ball during the 
stroke, and always keep the left wrist flat!   
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A Neutral Grip   
 
A neutral grip is where both hands sit equally on each side of the grip. This 
can be done any way that feels comfortable to you. The purpose of a neutral 
grip is to keep one hand from dominating the stroke. Try to get a feeling that 
both hands are working together equally.   
  

   
  

 
Good Balance 
  
Feel solid, which means if someone were to push you, you wouldn’t move. 
Put – no, not “putt,” put -- slightly more weight on your forward foot.  This will 
help you stay down and hit through your putts all the way to the finish.     

 
Keep Your Head Down...Seriously! 
 
When you watch golf on television, see where the pros watch their putts from. 
They all stay down, and hold their finish as the ball rolls into the hole.  When 
Tiger Woods makes a putt – or, when  he attempts to make a putt –  from six 
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feet, he never sees the ball  roll.   He's got to ask  his caddy questions about 
ball  movement after the shot.  Most of us stand up after impact.  Hmmm...     
Stay down! Hold your finish and your tempo, and your stroke will become 
much more consistent.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
WRONG 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RIGHT 
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Long Distance 
   
No, we’re not talking about your caddy getting your phone.  There’s no 
substitute for experience, but you can improve your estimate for how much 
effort you need to go a certain distance by, first, developing a pre-shot 
routine that includes two or three practice swings closely approximating the 
amount of effort you feel is necessary.   
 
Next, position the putter so the sweet spot is directly behind the ball.  Finally, 
hit the putt, and observe the distance.  
 
Don’t be upset or irritated if the ball didn’t go the proper distance.  Simply 
observe and accumulate data.  Understand that it is always a matter of more 
or less effort and your ability to hit the sweet spot.  
 
Do you know where your sweet spot is?  The sweet spot is the area where 
the mass of the club, or density, is concentrated.  Although it is often marked 
on the putter – sometimes incorrectly -- you can also find it by holding the 
club lightly between forefinger and thumb and letting the club hang freely. 
Gently tap on the face of the putter until the face rebounds straight back. This 
is the sweet spot. If the putter face torques or wobbles at all when you tap it, 
the same thing will happen when you hit the ball on that spot.   
    
Look Up  
 
Does your putt start in the correct direction?  Finding the correct direction 
begins with being able to read the putt correctly. Take the time to walk 
around your putt and check the line from at least 2 viewpoints – behind the 
ball and behind the hole.    
 
The best view comes from a squatted position approximately six to eight feet 
behind the ball or hole.  If there’s a decided slope in the direction of one of 
those views, always believe the view you get when looking up the slope. 
With a downhill putt, the best read will be from below the hole, looking back 
to your ball.  On an uphill putt, the best read will be from behind the ball 
looking to the hole.  
  
If the putt has no elevation change or multiple elevation changes, be sure to 
look at it from both views to make your best evaluation. If you are first to putt, 
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please gather your information as quickly as possible.  If you aren’t first to 
putt, gather your information while others are preparing to putt. Check your 
views as the other players check their views. When it’s your turn to putt, be 
ready.   
 
You're good, but not good enough to hold up play!   

 
Practice Your Putting Line 
 
Here’s a simple yet effective drill to take your putting game to a new level. 
Purchase a chalk line used by carpenters to draw long, straight lines. Find a 
relatively flat putt and use the chalk to make a line from the middle of the cup 
out ten or twelve feet from the hole. Place your ball so the line splits it in half. 
Now place your putter face exactly perpendicular to the line and directly 
behind the ball. Stroke putts keeping the putter face precisely perpendicular 
to your chalk line on the back and forward strokes. This ensures a square, 
straight back and straight through stroke, which is all you need to become a 
better putter.   
    
Control Your Speed on the Greens  

  
The most important thing about putting is control of distance. Three-putting is 
almost always the result of poor distance control, not direction. A consistent 
speed makes your read on the line of the putt more reliable. The golfer who, 
time after time, hits his putt at the same rate of speed feeds that consistency 
into his judgment of the contour of the green and makes a lot of putts.   
If you do practice your putting, make sure your focus is on hitting your putts 
the correct speed or distance and make direction your secondary focus. 
You'll see a big improvement.  
  
How to Develop a Good Stroke  

 
Short putts - those between 4 and 6 feet, are the ones we expect to make 
most of the time.  Research tells us that the touring pro makes only about 
50% of 6 foot putts, so the average golfer should not get too frustrated when 
their percentage is lower. However, with intelligent practice, we can do 
something to increase that percentage.  
  
Take 10 balls and line up a straight putt of about 4 to 5 feet.  It is important to 
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practice with a straight putt, because then you need only focus one the 
stroke and not on the break. Obviously, if you miss a straight putt, you’ll know 
that you made a bad stroke, and if you miss a breaking putt, you might have 
made a good stroke but just had the wrong speed. As we are working on the 
stroke here and not feel, please pick a straight putt.  
  
Now, start putting these putts with two objectives: 
   

1. Make sure the putter head is going straight back and straight through.   
 

2. Make sure your putter face is square to your line at all times. This is the 
most common fault with poor putters and takes the most work and 
concentration, but will pay off hugely if you have the determination to 
get it right.  

  
Set A Goal  

  
Set yourself a goal for the number of putts that you can hole in a row. 
Gradually increase this goal until you can get up to 50. Remember; if you 
miss one you have to start at one again!  You should probably start out with 
no more than a three footer.  Over time, you can expand that 'practice' zone.   
This teaches you how to putt under pressure, because as you reach 45, 46, 
47, 48, you don't want to start at one again, so you must make a good stroke.  
  
As you hole putt after putt at this distance, your confidence escalates and 
you have less and less fear of these putts.  If you don't have time to go to the 
course, remember you can practice this at home on the carpet.   
 
The Lag Putt  

 
Most average golfers have difficulty judging the speed of long putts. To 
improve your distance control, concentrate on making your backstroke 
longer and don’t worry so much about accelerating through the ball. The 
pace of your stroke should be the same speed back and through. Your 
follow-through may be shorter than your backstroke due to the resistance of 
the ball at impact.  With the momentum that’s created on the backstroke 
combined with gravity, the putter and the weight of your arms will move the 
putter through, resulting in better contact and distance control.  
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Draining the Short Ones 
  

Many players probably get four to five putts a round in the range of 8-15 feet, 
and they rarely make these great birdie opportunities. How can you improve 
my putting performance in this range? 
   
Well, the 8-foot to 15-foot putt range is the range where we feel we should 
make a large percentage of putts but many times do not – even touring pros. 
The major problem people generally have with this distance is in one of two 
areas.   
 

1. Alignment: Take two clubs and lay them about 1/2 an inch outside the 
width of your putter and parallel to the intended line of your putt to 
check and see that both your stroke and initial alignment are correct. 

  
2. Length of Stroke:  Even with this fairly short stroke we must keep our 

hands out of it. Try making sure you keep the back of your left hand 
working towards the hole. This will keep the stroke more controlled by 
your shoulders and keep the right wrist from breaking. Once you have 
taken the hands out of the stroke, concentrate solely on your speed. 
Doing these two things should help you drain more putts.   

   
Bending From the Hips  
 
For the correct putting posture, stand erect and lean over from the hips. 
Keep your hips comfortably still. Practice this posture often in front of a mirror 
to see the correct address and to achieve the feel of creating a steady base 
for putting. This also works great for the full swing setup! 
   
The Swing Path 

  
A useful tip to remember when putting is that the putter should track away in 
a very slight arc - it should not swing in a straight line away from the target. 
On the forward swing, though, the putter does travel in a straight line through 
to the target.   
 
Finding a Target 

  
Most putting greens are not flat, but have a slope or contour that will make 
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the ball break to the left or right.   First assess the slope's severity and then 
pick a primary target – a point on the green where the ball's roll will be 
affected by that slope. You must still aim to putt straight, but straight to that 
primary target.   
    
Setting the Pace 
  
More second putts are missed because the first one was struck too softly or 
firmly, not because the putt was too wide of the hole.  Pace is more critical 
than direction. Here's the best way to judge pace and distance:  Practice 
putting from 30 yards, and set yourself a target area wider than the hole – 
say 3 feet wide – to aim for.  
  
Hold the ... 
 
Concentrate on the total stroke, which is one third backward swing and two 
thirds forward swing. Think "one third back, two thirds through" to help you 
maintain control of the complete putt, even for short shots.   Arms, hands, 
and putter just come along for a ride.   
    
Practicing With a Long Putter  
 
This tip is about improving your putting stroke by practicing with a long 
putter.  
  
Many of the mechanical problems associated with the putting stroke can be 
linked to an incorrect length of stroke.  In a proper pendulum putting stroke, 
the takeaway and the follow-through should be the same length.  The 
follow-through can be longer, but not by more than 20%.  There should also 
be a consistent rhythm to both the takeaway and the follow-through. This 
rhythm should be the same for a 5-foot putt and a 50-foot putt. The only 
adjustment for a longer putt should be a longer takeaway...and therefore a 
longer follow-through.   
 
By the way, I don't like long putters.  I don't know why, I just don't.   
    
Mechanical Problems 

   
If the takeaway is too short, a player must "hit" the ball using muscles in the 
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hands in order to get the ball to the hole.  This leads to inconsistent results 
due to the fact that it is very difficult to repeat this "hitting" motion.  
  
If the takeaway is too long, a player must decelerate the club head through 
impact in an effort to hit the ball the correct distance.  This deceleration 
destroys the rhythm of the stroke and makes it impossible to develop 
consistency.  
  
To develop the feel of a correct pendulum stroke, again, practice with a long 
putter.  Even though I don't like them, you might as well try the drill; it IS 
effective.  However, I wouldn't go out and buy one just for this drill.  Really, I 
wouldn't.   
 

Drill   
In this practice drill, set three targets at different distances, 
ranging from about 20 feet to 60 feet. With a long putter, roll a 
ball to each target, concentrating on two things: 
   

1. Adjust the length of your stroke depending on how far you 
want the golf ball to roll.  

 
2. Maintain the same rhythm for all strokes.  

  
After rolling all the putts with the long putter, repeat the drill using 
your regular putter.  Now we’re cooking!  Concentrate on the 
same two things, length of stroke and rhythm. The length of 
stroke and your rhythm should be exactly the same as they were 
with the long putter.  
  
This drill will help you develop a more consistent putting stroke 
that will lead to better speed control and lower scores.  
  

Hey, Let's Hear From Tiger Woods 
  
The lighter you hold the putter, the better you’ll be able to feel the weight of 
the head at the other end of the shaft.   Keep your eyes directly over the ball 
at address; it’s better to position your eyes just inside the line. If your head is 
perched out beyond the ball, you’ll pull a lot of putts to the left, or you’ll have 
to manipulate the putter head during the stroke to make it track on line.  
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Tiger’s Putting Procedure 
 

1. Take a general view of the putt while standing behind the ball.   
2. Walk to the hole, taking a side view of the line to help determine slope.  
3. Examine the area around the hole.   
4. Walk back to my ball and crouch behind it, getting the most telling view 

of speed and break.   
5. Stand alongside my ball and make two practice strokes. 
6. Move the putter beyond the ball and then shift my feet forward.  
7. Take two more looks at the line and hole.   
8. Stroke the putt.  

 
The Irish 

  
As the Irish say, "99% of putts that don't reach the cup don't go in, and the 
other 1% are always short."  Bottom line – beginning golfers should 
ALWAYS play to go beyond the hole. Ideally, your misses will stop 18" after 
the hole, but, practice makes perfect.  I'd rather see you be long by 3 feet 
than short by 6 inches.  At least you know the miss MIGHT have gone in if 
lined up right. The short putt stands as much chance of going in as I do 
winning against Davis Love III in match play.  
 
Also, match the stroke of your putt with your golf swing.  If you have a short 
swing (i.e. your left arm doesn't go too far in the air during your backswing), 
your putting stroke should match. Same with if you have a long swing. You 
should have a long stroke. Your body doesn't like you fighting it.  
 
Last, the average golfer 3 putts or higher, seven to eight times a round. 
OUCH!! One of the primary reasons – besides being a beginner or weekend 
golfer – is that your eyes LOVE to play tricks.  If you have a 20-foot or longer 
putt, I guarantee you that your eyes are going to think that it is only 16 feet. It 
has to do with triangulation of the eyes...but who cares about the science of it. 
The fact is, until you are skilled enough to REALLY gauge distance, factor in 
a couple feet for longer putts. You won't regret it!!  

  
Putter Alignment  

 
The key is getting your putter's face aligned properly.  Here are some tricks: 
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After you've lined up your putt and see the intended line, place the ball down 
so that the logo points straight down the line – don't point the logo at the hole 
unless it's a perfectly straight putt.  Point it at your line. Then, simply align 
your putter head so that it is perpendicular to the logo.  
  
Another trick is to pick out an intermediate target: a discoloration in the green, 
a repaired ball mark or a particular blade of grass, that lies directly on your 
intended line, but only two or three feet in front of your ball. When you are 
aiming your putter head, forget about your line and the hole and focus on this 
intermediate target.  
  
Perhaps the easiest way to align your putter head correctly, is to stand 
behind the ball and look at your line.  Then carefully place the putter head 
behind the ball, aiming towards your target line.  Finally, making sure not to 
move the putter head, walk around to the side of the ball and take your 
putting posture.    

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Build Your Confidence!!  

  
What can you do to build confidence? Here are some quick tips: 
  
Approach each putt believing you'll make it. But if you don't, be realistic – 
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remind yourself that even the best players in the world only make about 50% 
of six foot putts. 
   
Even if you feel that you need to be aware of what you're doing wrong, don't 
lose sight of what you're doing right.  After each shot, go over what went well. 
Say things to yourself like, "Contact was solid," or "My tempo was good," or "I 
planned that shot well."  
  
Keep a diary of the positive aspects of your game.  Review the diary, and 
visually recall what you did well – maybe not daily.  I know I don't have the 
time to play that often, but too late, I already wrote this, and it is easier to 
keep typing than to erase.   
 
Become more aware of the conditions under which you achieve optimal 
performance – as if there may be such a thing.  Be especially attuned to your 
state of mind:  Do you play better when you're energized or when you're 
relaxed? The more you understand about yourself as a player, the easier 
you'll find it to create confidence-building experiences for yourself.  
  
Putting Again 

  
Putting:  The elusive problem for all golfers!  How do you putt?  For starters, 
go straight back with the putter – one inch for each foot of distance the ball is 
from the cup – and then straight though with a smooth swing of equal 
distance beyond the strike point.  Make the necessary minor adjustments for 
existing conditions.  You must "see" the imaginary line from the ball to the 
cup.  There are very few putts that you aim straight at the hole! 
  
Having said that, putting is mostly about speed, not aim.  If the putt breaks 
more than a couple of inches, you need to get both right in order to make the 
putt...or get both wrong, such that they cancel out.  Aim is more important out 
to about two feet.  Beyond that, you need both.   
 
Outside of ten feet, it's all about speed.  Without correct speed, you're not 
likely to make the putt no matter what you do, and your read of the break isn't 
likely to be off by more than a foot or two.  But boy, can you get the speed 
wrong by more than that.  In my experience, almost all three-putts are 
caused by poor speed control on the first putt and a resulting second putt 
that's more than two or three feet.   
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Drive for Show; Putt for Dough 

  
It's that simple.  Well, not really, but we'll get to that in a little while!  Most of 
us get our practice in on the 18 holes we play.  And that's fine.  A driving 
range is good for measuring distance, and is beneficial.  But how much time 
and effort do we really have? 
   
Let's face it, practice is on the 18 holes we play.  Bottom line.  And that's OK!   
However, because putting is so integral, I do recommend that you spend the 
$5-8 to get the homemade putting practice machine. Click here for more 
details.  
   
For a crude, but effective method of gaining the correct backstroke, lay a two 
by four down on the ground.  Place the ball two inches from the two by four.  
Take your putter, and place the inside head against the two by four.  A good 
putting stroke will keep the head of the putter alongside the two by four 
during your backswing, and during your downswing.  Get the feel of it.  That's 
how your stroke should feel!  
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 BUNKER AND SAND SHOTS 
Show Like a Pro 

  
 

  
   

A bunker is a man made object, typically filled with sand of some 
sort – whichever kind you play worst with, typically.  If you don't 
know where a fairway bunker is, you will find out, because your 
ball will land in it.  A greenside bunker is a sand trap near the 
green.  Chances are,  you will quickly find out where they’re 
located.  
 
It takes the typical golfer 3 shots to get out of a bunker, unless no 
one is looking.  Then, mysteriously, the golf ball never went in the 
bunker, but landed on it's lip, in a position that can best be 
described as optimal for driving.  

   
Bunker play seems to give the average player a lot of difficulty. For starters, I 
think you need to look at the type of sand wedge that you are using.  A lot of 
amateurs use the sand wedge that comes with their set of clubs. Look at 
using a wedge that has a lot of loft – around 60 degrees – with a leading 
edge that is in front of the hosel, and not behind it or offset.  For those of you 
who don’t know, hosel is the name for the socket or neck in the head of a golf 
club into which the shaft is inserted. 
 
When entering a bunker, look at the sand and feel it with your shoes as you 
take your stance.  Hard, soft, wet or dry – these will all play a role how the ball 
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comes out of the bunker. Take your stance, aiming your body about 30 
degrees to the left of the target.  Open your clubface so that it aims either at 
the target or slightly left of the target, and then grip the club. Opening the 
clubface increases the loft of the club and helps it splash, or bounce, through 
the sand.  
 
You’ll have more consistent sand shots if you accelerate through the sand.  
You must have the feeling of the club gaining speed as you swing through 
the sand. Only then, will you like what you see.  

   
  

Typical Bunker Shot 
  

New players have a hard time believing this, but the club never touches the 
ball in a greenside bunker shot.  It passes under the ball, which flies out of 
the bunker on a cushion of sand. 
 
Typically, in a normal, sandy bunker, you will pick a spot 1 inch behind the 
ball to aim at.  Simply, pretend it's sitting on a sprinkler head, and you want to 
hit the edge of the sprinkler.  Then FOLLOW THROUGH.  WAY too often, 
the average golfer does not follow through, and the ball ends up back at their 
feet!!!  
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NOTE:  DO NOT TOUCH THE SAND.   

THAT IS A ONE STROKE PENALTY...FOR THOSE WHO ACTUALLY 
COUNT PENALTY STROKES!! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Stance  
 
How far should you stand from the ball?   Take your regular left hand grip.  
Hold the club straight out.  Slowly lower to the ground.  There you go.  Set up 
to shoot.  You should have no more than a fist and a half between the end of 
the club and your body.  Feel uncomfortable?  GOOD!!  You know it must be 
right.  
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Awkward Stance    
 
Whenever I have to play a bunker shot with one foot in the sand and one foot 
out, what I want to do is get as comfy as possible and concentrate on 
maintaining my balance while making a normal bunker swing.  
   
Downhill Lie 

    
If there’s no lip, you may want to putt it out.  If there is a lip, play the ball 
forward in your stance, in line with the front foot.  Tilt your shoulders so they 
are parallel with the slope and make a normal bunker swing.  Try to maintain 
your balance by planting your front foot firmly.  
   
Thin Lie 

    
Use a pitching wedge, which has less bounce, and make contact with the 
sand directly behind the ball.  
 
The Ball is BURIED in the Bunker  

 
1. Unlike a normal bunker shot, you need to close the club face.  
 
2. When you address the ball, make sure it's back in your stance. 
 
3. Make sure your hands are forward. This shot needs to be hit with a 

descending blow. Remember, to get the ball up and out, you need to 
hit down on it.   

 
Bunker Or Solidified Mass of Molten Lava? 

  
Ok, you're in one of those greenside bunkers where the sand is so hard, it's 
about to turn to glass.  You're 10, 20, 25 yards from dead center green.  What 
do you pull out?  Well, you're in sand, so a sand wedge, right?  WRONG!  
You use that, you'll skull the ball because of the angle of the trailing edge, or 
the 'underneath part' of the club.  You should use a pitching wedge, and – 
most important – hit CLOSE to the ball.  Forget about hitting it like it's on a 
pancake or sprinkler head.  You should pick a spot roughly 1/2" behind the 
ball, and hack away.  
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  HOT TIP 
Bunker shots tend to give players more trouble than any other 
shots around the green. To become a more skillful bunker player 
you must first become consistent in performing the standard 
green side bunker shot. This is a shot of about 15 yards in length 
with the ball sitting on top of the sand. The proper execution of 
this shot is to aim about two inches behind the ball and splash 
through the sand, lifting the ball out with the sand. A good drill to 
get used to the distance behind the ball you should hit is to lay 
the ball on the center of a dollar bill that is pointed at the target 
and hit the sand at the back edge of the dollar bill when you make 
the swing.  

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Make a Steep Swing in the Sand  

 
This drill helps you get a feel for taking the club back in a more upright plane 
out of the bunker. By taking the club back more abruptly, you increase your 
chances of getting under the ball properly and impacting the sand more 
precisely. Have a friend stand behind you in the sand and place a rake about 
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two feet behind your ball – holding it at approximately a 45-degree angle.  
 
The goal here is to get you to swing up the rake handle and feel as though 
your plane is steeper than that of a normal swing. Take several swings like 
this and soon you'll hit high, soft shots from the bunker.   

    
Greenside Bunkers 
 
When you are in a greenside bunker, and you need to get out (like you would 
need to stay in??), the most common mistake made is taking a half swing, 
and not following through.   
 
Try this:  Pretend the ball is lying on a pancake, or sprinkler head.  You want 
to aim FOR THE FRONT EDGE of the 'pancake' that the ball is lying on.  DO 
NOT stop your swing upon contact.  FOLLOW THROUGH to get the ball out.    
 
By hitting the sand first, and hitting through the ball, you will not 'skull' it.  The 
ball will pop up gently, with the sand, and roll right into the cup (ok, but it will 
be much closer).  Do you watch pro's, or other good golfers?  Wonder why 
they 'take so much sand' with them?  Now you know!  Remember, don't hit 
the ball, hit the front edge of the pancake, and follow through.  
  
Let your backswing determine the distance you need to go, not your follow 
through!   
 
And always count to one-one thousand before you lift your head.  That will 
insure that you KEEP YOUR HEAD DOWN!!   
 
Ahhhhh, Dang,  Fairway Bunkers   
 

1. Before you try for the green, make sure the club you are using has 
enough loft to get out.  Choose a club one longer than the shot 
typically calls for. The first priority is to make sure  you clear the lip of 
the bunker. 

 
2. Open the blade of your sand wedge and then take your grip, not vice 

versa. 
 
3. Stand so your shoulders and feet are lined up slightly left of your 
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target, but align your clubface square to the target.   
 
4. When you take your stance, dig in with your feet for balance, but not 

too much.  Digging your feet two inches into the sand effectively 
lengthens the club by two inches.  As much as you do dig in, grip 
down on the club the same amount.  

 
5. Position the ball more in the back of your stance – stand so the ball is 

in line with the heel of your front foot, and hit the shot the same way 
you would hit a regular fairway shot.  

 
6. Keep your lower body still during the swing, and concentrate on 

hitting the ball first, which is the opposite of your goal for a greenside 
bunker shot.   

 
7. The tendency here is to hit the sand first, a no-no when you need to 

pick it clean.  
 
8. Make a full backswing, hinging your wrists so your arms are at a 

90-degree angle to the club shaft. 
 
9. Accelerate on the downswing, making contact with the sand about an 

inch behind the ball. 
 
10. Let the bottom of the club head spank the ground and skim through 

the sand under the ball. 
 
11. The outside to inside club path will cause your swing to finish lower 

than normal. 
 
12. One good way to practice this shot on the range is to find the thinnest 

lie possible.  Of course, that’s making it easy!! 
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Buried Lie    
 
My ball is buried the sand - normally a panic attack for most golfers.   With 
this sucker, all you’re trying to do is get it out, and it’s easier than it looks.  
 
But first, you must understand the nature of the lie. A ball that is deeper, or 
lower, in the sand will come out lower and roll more than a ball that is on top 
of the sand. This translates into less effort to allow the ball to roll out. If you 
use too much effort, the ball will roll too far. So, use less effort and let the ball 
roll to the hole.  
 

1. Hood, or close, the clubface so it points left. This will cause the club 
head to dig in on the downswing and get the ball out.  

 
2. Keep your grip pressure soft. This will allow the club to turn in your 

hand after it enters the sand, allowing the clubface to square off, and 
the ball to come out towards the target.  
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3. Swing straight down, almost on top of the ball.  The impact will open 
the clubface, and the ball will 
hop out and start rolling, so 
allow for that. 

 
4. Hit approximately 2 inches 

behind the ball.  
 
5. Like all bunker shots - make 

sure you follow through. The 
club will tend to slow down 
as it makes contact with the 
sand, so keep the torso 
turning through the shot and 
the club will continue through 
the sand without any 
problem.  

 
 
 
 
The Wet Bunker Shot  
 
The first aspect of this shot is to understand the function of both your sand 
wedge and lob wedge. The sand wedge has a flange or "bounce" at the 
bottom of the club. In dry sand this helps the club slide through the sand and 
not dig in. However, in wet sand that same flange will cause the club to skid 
and bounce into the ball causing you to "blade" the ball, and the resulting 
shot goes screaming across the green.  
 
The correct method is to use your lob wedge, which has little or no bounce. 
Open the clubface slightly to take the leading edge out of play, and then just 
swing normally. The result will be a shallow divot, and the ball will come out 
with quite a bit of spin.  
 
If you do not have a lob wedge, use your pitching wedge, with the same 
technique.   
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Long Bunker Shots  
 
One of the most difficult shots in golf is the long bunker shot. Many players 
try to swing their sand wedge hard and hit close to the ball, producing 
unpredictable results.  Try using a gap wedge (approximately 52-degree loft), 
pitching wedge (48-degree loft), or 9 iron for this shot.  Open the face of the 
club, and play it like a normal bunker shot, hitting two inches behind the ball.  
 
You should then pace off the yardage to see how far you can fly the ball. This 
shot should be practiced before you try it on the course.  Remember that it is 
easier to "blast" the ball out of the bunker than to pick the ball from a bunker.  
 
You might as, “How do I decide what club to use out of a fairway bunker?”  
The answer is simple, take enough club to clear the top lip of the bunker. "I 
already know that" you say.  Well, here is a method that will be fairly accurate 
in helping you know which club will clear that lip. 
  
Stand outside the bunker (as you cannot ground your club in the bunker) and 
stand on the face of whichever club you feel you need to get to the green. 
The angle of the shaft will approximate the trajectory of the ball.  
 
If the angle is sufficient, then go ahead and play the shot as normal. If the 
angle is not sufficient, then take one or more club to make sure you clear the 
lip. It is far better to come up a club or two short of the green, than burying the 
ball in the lip of the bunker.  
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FAIRWAY SHOTS 
Low and Slow 

 
 

A fairway is a narrow piece of grass that extends for a few 
hundred yards.  The fairway, typically, if you golf in a foursome, 
separates golfers into two groups, Group A on the right, looking 
for their ball in the water, and Group B on the left, looking for their 
ball in the trees.  
 
A golfer who actually lands his ball on the fairway will typically 
have a 100 foot oak tree blocking the view to the green.  But, 
don't worry.   With an unobstructed view, you will stand land in 
the nearest sand/water/forest near you.  

   
Fairway Woods  
 
Swing your fairway woods the same way you swing your irons.  The club 
should be descending on the ball, not ascending!  If you take a divot, you've 
done it right!!  A fairway wood is NOT like a driver!!   
  
When you have a difficult time getting the ball up in the air with your fairway 
woods, what can you do?  
 
Golfers often have trouble with fairway woods because they incorrectly judge 
the shot. Some treat the shot the same way as they would their driver – it's a 
wood, right?   So swing it the same way, right? 
  
On the other hand, some golfers try to lift the ball off the ground, either 
collapsing the left arm (for right handed golfers) or straightening up in an 
effort to get the ball airborne.   
 
Both – treating the shot like a driver shot and attempting to lift the ball – result 
in either a topped shot or hitting a low ball without much height off the bottom 
of the club.  
 
So let's cover what we should do with the fairway woods: 
  
Ball position is usually the main culprit of poor fairway wood shots. Most 
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golfers err in positioning the ball the same as their driver - off the instep of the 
front foot. In the picture on the left, below, you see the address position with 
a fairway wood. The ball position is directly opposite the left heel. With a 
normal golf swing, this represents the bottom of the arc, which is exactly 
where you want to make contact with the ball.  
 
Go ahead and swing, making sure you get the feeling of driving the ball 
forward and not up. This is accomplished by keeping the club head low and 
long through the hitting area as in the center picture, below. 
  
Make an aggressive swing through the ball, and try not to "steer" the ball 
down the fairway. Let the follow through go right over your left shoulder !!  

   
   
 
 
 
   

 
~Strange But True~ 

 
In 1934 at St Margaret's-at-Cliffe Golf Club, Kent ‘W J’ Robinson, the 

club professional, hit a drive on the 18th hole, which resulted in hitting 
a cow in the back of the head. When Robinson and his playing partners 

reached the heifer, she was, amazingly, dead. 
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 Baseball vs. Golf 
 
So your fairway shot looks like a pop fly to shallow center field...why does it 
happen?  An "overly steep" downswing is the main enemy.  This is where the 
club is too high, at too much of an angle, not 'low and slow' as it should be. 
 
To solve this, widen the arc on your backswing – low and slow – by 
stretching the club away in your takeaway. When your hands get to your 
waist, the club head should feel like it is a long way from the ball, and the club 
should be parallel to the ground. The effect of this backswing work should 
result in a much shallower downswing.  
 
If that doesn't work, you have BAD weight.  Well, at least you're not shifting 
properly.  Are you keeping your head rigid? Let your head shift slightly to the 
right during the backswing.  Forget all that stuff about not moving your head.  
Your head's going to move.  It has too.  Once your weight is to your right leg, 
it gets easy.  Simply push off your right leg and let your body weight follow 
the club's movement back to the left side and into a fully balanced follow 
through.      
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Use Fairway Woods Over Long Irons  
 
The long irons – 2, 3, and 4 – are clubs many players have a great deal of 
trouble hitting.  Because of their relatively low loft angles, the tendency is to 
try to help the ball up, creating a topped shot.   
 
Conversely, lofted fairway woods – 5, 7, 9 and even 11 – allow you to get the 
ball airborne more readily because of their loft, mass, and lower center of 
gravity. They are also good out of tight lies and deep grass, making them 
very versatile weapons. Try the lofted woods, and see how quickly they’ll 
become your favorite clubs.  
 
 Help For Long Irons  
 
"During some of my rounds, I face long par 4s and sometimes I need to hit a 
3 iron for my second shot. I usually tend to top my 3 iron, and then the ball 
rolls about 50 yards.  Is this a mental block or are there some adjustments I 
can make?"  
 
Some people do have a mental block when it comes to long irons. This is one 
reason many amateur players have gone to the 7 wood and 5 wood to 
command more consistency from these longer distances.   
 
But if your wish is to handle these distances with the 3 iron, then you need to 
work on taking the club back in one piece, extending your arms and making a 
full turn with your shoulders.  Many people pick the club head away with just 
their right hand, making the takeaway angle too steep. 
 
The key on the downswing is to transfer your weight to the front foot, letting 
your body lead through the shot so that, at the finish of the swing, your 
weight has transferred completely forward and your belt buckle is pointing 
directly at the target. Try these things, and don't be afraid to go to the 7 wood.  
  
Open Greens  
 
Open greens – no perils in front like bunkers, waters, a large rough, etc. – 
and about 20 to 70 yards out? Use an 8 iron!!  Choke down, place the ball 2 
inches in front of your back heel, take a backswing like a putt, and swing.  
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DO NOT BREAK YOUR WRISTS!  Keep your head down. Your backswing 
will determine the distance the ball goes. This is as accurate as a putt, and 
much safer than lofting the ball – guaranteed to save you three strokes a 
round!   
   
Fairway Bunker Shots  

 
As the previous chapter notes, with a fairway bunker shot, you must contact 
the ball before you contact the sand.  I select slightly more club than normal 
for the yardage and grip down the exact amount that I dig my shoes into the 
sand.  That way I can swing more easily and maintain my balance.  
 
I set up in a slightly open stance and position the ball near the center of my 
stance.  I add a little loft to the club by opening the face a hair, which means 
I must aim slightly left of the target to allow for a little cutter.   
 
It’s really difficult to draw the 
ball from a fairway bunker.  
The average player either 
beats down on the ball or 
scoops it in an attempt to get it 
up quickly.  In both instances 
you’ve altered your spine 
angle and either hit the ball fat 
or skinny, driving it into the lip 
of the bunker.  It’s critical to 
establish the proper spine 
angle for the shot and maintain 
it to the finish.   
 
If there’s a secret to the fairway 
bunker swing, it’s this:  I speed up my arms on the downswing to get the ball 
up quicker.  The result is a shot that soars high and lands softly.  

   
Scoring 
  
Golf is a game of numbers.  A four is a four is a four.  Remember, one plus 
two plus one equals four.  How you get there is irrelevant.   
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So, what are we saying?  Play smart!  If you have an opportunity to hit the 
ball through a thicket of trees that has a 5% chance of succeeding, or kicking 
(whoops, I mean pitching) it out to the fairway, play smart.  Set yourself up for 
an easier shot.  Then, one putt.  One putts save a lot of strokes.  I 
recommend everybody do it as often as possible.  
 
Play the course.  Don't let the course play you.  If you can wallop the ball 280 
yards to a point where the fairway is 10 yards wide versus hitting the ball 220 
yards to a fairway that is 40 yards wide, which should you go for?  OK, you 
should go for 220, but I will acknowledge that 'letting it loose' is more fun...at 
least until you add up the strokes on the hole.  
   
Extra Width for Extra Distance  
 
When I’m playing a par 5 that is reachable in two and the fairway is fairly wide, 
I sometimes will swing as hard as I can.  Of course, my stance is wider when 
I do that.  And it's a lot of fun.  
   
Low, Crisp Shots  
 
The key to hitting low, crisp chip shots is keeping your left wrist (if you are a 
right-handed golfer) straight.  Most errant shots occur because the left wrist 
bends at impact.  It should remain straight.  By keeping your left wrist solid, 
the ball will stay on the target line, and you'll find the ball rolling towards the 
pin.  You do not have to scoop the ball on a chip shot.  Think of it as an 
extremely long putt!!!   

 
Videotape Yourself  

 
Have a video camera?  TAPE YOURSELF or get a buddy to tape you. You 
will be AMAZED at how bad you look swinging the clubs, but you’ll be very 
impressed with yourself that you can pick out the flaws!!   
 
 

 
WARNING:  We are our own worst critics! 
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Once you begin watching, you will find a lot that can be improved.  Work on 
one area at a time.  That could be follow through, backswing, keeping your 
head down...any number of things. 
    
A GREAT trick I once tried was rather simplistic in nature.  As mentioned, I 
get a lot of practice on the course.  One day, I brought along my neighbor’s 
video camera.  You didn't think I’d take mine, did you??  With bungee cords, 
I fastened the video camera to the front metal frame that holds the 
windshield on my cart.  Whenever I came to my ball, I turned the camera on.  
After my (mis)hits, I turned the camera off.  I was kind enough to also do that 
for my partner.   
 
The tape ended up being ONLY 15 minutes long – think about it!  And I found 
out MORE during that 15 minutes than I had learned in the previous five 
years.  Try it, and let me know if it works for you.   

 
Grip  
 
All great players have good hands, and that's why it's so crucial to develop a 
proper grip.   

 
First, should you use an interlocking or 
overlapping grip? Someone with large 
hands probably should use an overlapping 
grip. Small hands should use an 
interlocking grip.  
 
Next, comes grip balance within the 
confines of each hand. The weight of the 
shaft should be balanced so you always 
have control throughout the swing.  
 
Another important element is the position 
of your left thumb on the shaft. Players 
who extend their thumbs hit the ball high 
and straight.  Those who shorten the 
length of the thumb are likely to hit the ball 

low and left.  
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Grip pressure is another checkpoint. Try holding the club as tightly as you 
can, then hold it loosely. The correct pressure is somewhere in between.  
 
Finally, see how many knuckles are showing on your left hand. If you see 
most of them, you'll likely hit a hook or draw.  Fewer, and the ball will go high 
and right.   
 
Experiment with these basics and you'll find a grip that's best for your hands.  
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CHIPPING AND LOBBING 
One and the Same 

   
     

A chip shot is a delicate little shot that typically goes one third the 
distance in the air, and runs for two thirds the rest of the way on 
the green.   From that point, a golfer will set themselves up nicely 
for a three or four putt to finish the hole.  
   
A lob is a completely different story.  You want to get the ball up 
in the air, and land as close to the pin/hole as possible.  A lob will 
typically end up 10 yards farther/shorter and 15 yards to the 
left/right of where you intended.  This puts you in a good position 
to make a three or four putt to finish the hole.  So, really, chipping 
and lobbing are the same.....  
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Chips are short shots played around the greens with anything from a 5-iron 
to a sand wedge.  The basic idea is to get the ball on the green and rolling as 
fast as you can.  If you get the ball running like a putt, judging how far it will go 
is a lot easier.  
   
You determine which club to use by the amount of room you have between 
your landing point and the hole.  If you only have 15 feet, you need to use a 
more lofted club (one with a face that is severely angled back from vertical), 
like a sand wedge so that the ball doesn’t run too far.  
   
If that gap is a lot bigger – say, 60 feet – then a straighter-faced club, like a 
7-iron is more practical.    
   
A good short game can save a round regardless of how poorly you’re hitting 
the ball from tee to green.  
  
 
Question: What is the difference between the chip shot, the pitch shot 

and the lob shot? 
 

Answer: 
A chip shot is a shot which lands on the green and rolls farther than it 

flies. 
 

A pitch shot flies further than it rolls after hitting the green. 
 

The lob shot rolls very little when it hits the green. 
  
  
Club Choice 
 
Two things are important: club choice and technique.  Here are some points 
to remember:  
 

1. A 7-iron will fly about one-third of the distance to the hole and roll 
two-thirds.  

 
2. A nine-iron will fly about halfway and roll halfway.  
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3. A sand wedge will fly about two-thirds and roll a third. (Therefore, it 
becomes a pitch shot.)  

  
 Master the Lob Shot   
   

1. Make sure you open the club face when you set up to the shot.  The 
more open the club face is, the higher the ball will go. 

 
2. Be sure to place the ball forward in your stance. 
 
3. Remember to put most of your weight on your back foot for this kind of 

shot. 
 
4. Let you wrist cock sooner than normal during your regular golf swing. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Key to Chipping:  Setup  

   
Creating the right position at address is essential.  You want your stance to 
be narrow, about 12 inches from heel to heel, and open – pull your left foot 
back from the target line.  Your shoulders should be open to the target as 
well.  Then place about 80 percent of your weight on your left side.   
 
By moving your hands ahead of the ball, you encourage the downward strike 
that you need to make solid contact with the ball.  Place the ball on a line 
about 2 inches to the left of your right big toe.  
   
During your stroke, focus on the back of your left wrist.  Your left wrist must 
stay flat and firm, as in putting.   To keep your wrist flat, tape a Popsicle stick 
to the back of your wrist (between your wrist and your watch works almost as 
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well).  You feel any breakdowns right away.  Now go hit some putts and 
chips.  
   
Choking down on the club is not just for side hill lies with the ball above your 
feet.  Most amateurs should choke down on all standard shots from 130 
yards and in.  It has its limitations, but in general you’ll hit the ball more solidly 
with greater control – and a lot more confidence.  
   
You choke down by placing your hands an inch farther down on the grip than 
with your longer clubs.  The cap at the end of the handle should be exposed, 
plus an inch more of the grip itself.  This effectively makes the club shorter 
and lighter.  It will make your swing arc narrower and the length of your swing 
shorter.  
   
Be aware of three things: 
 

1. You’ll need to stand a bit closer to the ball because the club is shorter. 
 
2. You’ll need to take more club – an 8-iron, say, rather than a 9-iron, 

again because you’ve made the club shorter. 
 
3. The ball will fly lower, because your club head has less velocity.  

   
Make your normal swing.  The main reason I like this technique is that you 
can swing smoothly and stay balanced while still attaining all the distance 
you need.  
  
 A 3-Wood??  From Off the Green??!!!???  

  
It may sound preposterous to some, but the 3-wood chip is a great shot to 
have in your arsenal when the ball lies no more than a foot into the first cut of 
rough. For starters, a 3-wood won't snag.  You know why we like this 
concept?  Because it works for Tiger Woods!!!  I first tried this out in South 
Carolina, USA and it has since become my "Carolina Pitching Wedge."  
   
The key to working this shot is to keep your left arm fairly straight but relaxed 
throughout.  The more tension, the quicker the stroke, resulting in a loss of 
distance control.  Grip down with the palms facing each other, similar to the 
way you would grip a putter.  Place the forefinger and thumb of your lower 
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hand on the shaft for better feel and control of the club head.  Then use your 
wrists to pop the clubface into the ball, kind of like an axe, but not as hard as 
you would if you were splitting wood, or whatever else you use an axe for.  
That will propel the ball airborne just enough to coast along the top of the 
grass, and right into the hole!  I know!!!  
  
The rest, we shall say, is “non”-putting history.  
    
Open Greens  
 
Open green – no perils in front such as bunkers, waters, large rough, etc. – 
and about 20 to 70 yards out?  Use an eight iron!!  Choke down, place the 
ball 2 inches in front of your back heel, take a backswing like a putt, and 
swing.   DO NOT BREAK YOUR WRISTS!  Keep your head down.  Your 
backswing will determine the length the ball goes:  as accurate as a putt, and 
much safer than lofting the ball.  This is guaranteed to save you three strokes 
a round! A heck of a chip shot!  
 
Low, Crisp Chip Shots  
 
The key to hitting low, crisp chip shots is keeping your left wrist (if you are a 
right-handed golfer) straight.  Most errant shots occur because the left wrist 
bends at impact.  It should remain 
straight.  By keeping your left 
wrist solid, the ball will stay on the 
target line, and you'll find the ball 
rolling towards the pin.  You do 
not have to scoop the ball on a 
chip shot.  Think of it as an 
extremely long putt!!!   
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Short, Short, Short Game 
  

1. Change your setup chip shot – Set up square and more narrow, with 
the ball toward the front of the stance and more weight on the front 
foot.  

 
2. Path is everything – Let the club head travel on its natural plane, on a 

curve around your body.  This lower-body movement is more natural 
and fluid.  

   
Apply power with a small pivot and a natural release of the forearms.  
  
Chipping From Traps  
  
A lot of golfers make the sand trap shot harder than it has to be. This is 
because they think the 
only way to get out of a 
trap is with a power swing 
that flings dirt everywhere, 
a downer for the beginner 
as the club head has to 
strike the sand behind the 
ball but doesn’t strike the 
ball itself.  
  
In most cases, the ball is 
usually in a position that 
makes an extreme shot an 
extremely stupid shot. 
When the bank of the trap 
is low and there is space 
between the trap and the 
hole(enough to putt even if 
you’re short), players 
should play a variation of a 
chip shot – contact the ball 
cleanly, no sand storm, 
and loft it onto the green. A 
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chip from the sand can be played the same as any other lie, with two 
modifications:  the lowest grip that is comfortable for you, and keeping your 
eyes on the left half of the ball, other than the right half, which enables a 
clean, descending blow.  
  
Chipping Accuracy  
  
When you are playing a chip shot from off the edge of the green, it’s a 
sensible practice to visualize your stroke as a close cousin to the putting 
stroke. In chipping from the apron, just as in putting, the club head should 
follow a straight line from the top of the backswing through impact with the 
ball and finally, though the follow-through.   
 
Imagine that your ball is lying atop a yardstick that is pointing toward the hole. 
Your club head should stay directly above the yardstick during all phases of 
the chip shot. Your stance will be open with your left foot at approximately a 
45-degree angle to the pin, in order to facilitate the proper movement of the 
club head. This open stance and the over-the-yard-stick stroke are the 
fundamentals that will make it easy for you to keep your chip right on the line 
to the pin.  
  
Many golfers make the mistake on their short chips of assuming a square 
stance, keeping both feet perpendicular to the line to the target. The result is 
that the club head deviates from the straight line during the swing, and an 
inaccurate shot is the consequence.  
 
Pencil To Keep Wrist Straight!!  
 
Now, we’ve made clear the necessity of keeping your wrist straight / solid / 
DO NOT FLEX for chips shots.  If you find you just can't get the hang of this, 
then use a pen or a pencil.  Next time you have to keep your right wrist fixed, 
stick the pen between your watch and wrist so that it covers your wrist and 
part of your palm.   You'll get the hang really quickly.  If you STILL don't, use 
a pencil sharpened on both ends.  OUCH!! You'll get the hang real fast!!  :-)   
  

 
(Note to readers:  We don't REALLY encourage you to use a sharp 
object.  Only if you have medical insurance, and don't mind pain!!)  
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 Over the River and Through the Woods...err.. Fringe  
 

Remember this, my friend!  The ONLY loft you need to get out of your golf 
ball when chipping is simply enough of a loft to carry the ball over the fringe 
of the green, or whatever other obstacles might be in your way.    
The key to a chip is to get it to act like a putt ASAP!!!!  
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IRONS 
Control, Control, Control 

  
 

 Irons are a set of clubs, usually ten, that have progressively 
greater lofts on the club heads.  Typically, when you hit an iron, it 
will go where you did not intend it to go.  One thing is for certain, 
if you are using a iron, and there is either water nearby or a  sand 
trap, your ball will end up in either one.  

  
Control Your Spin  
 
A shorter backswing will lessen the descent of the club.  This cures many 
problems, but key among them is the fact that it will enable you to put less 
spin on the ball.  This is vital if you are playing a shot with an iron close to the 
green.  

   
 

With The 1 Iron.....  
 
A good hit can give a distance of about 220-250 yards, all  flight. The ball 
starts off quite low but keeps rising in a straight line until it loses speed at its 
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highest point and drops dead to the ground.  Personally, I often hit it over 220 
yards, walk over there and find it in its own pitch mark.  If I deliberately hold 
back on the swing, the ball starts off about the same but gradually stops 
rising and has a more normal ball flight.  This results in getting distance from 
the roll after hitting the ground.   
  
Can This Be Fixed?  
 
Yes, see a local qualified pro about a series of lessons.  You probably have a 
steeper than optimal angle of attack and are generating excessive backspin.  
As you've witnessed this is great for mid irons on down but not so hot with the 
low irons and drivers, especially when teed up.  Your local pro should be able 
to fix this with a few lessons, buy why??  Take the 220 and be happy! 
   
Use Irons In The Wind  
 
If you know before the round that it's going to be a windy day, take that 
7-wood out of the bag and replace it with a 3 or 4-iron.  It's much easier to 
keep the ball down with a long iron than it is with a wood.  
  
Also, a very important factor in 
striking the ball solidly and 
consistently with your irons is 
getting the "bottom" of your swing in 
front of the ball, that is, the lowest 
spot in the swing's arc on the target 
side of the ball. This promotes 
contacting the ball before the 
ground, a good idea.  
 
You can develop a feel for this by 
scratching a line on the ground with 
a tee, or making a row of tees 
spaced about 6 inches apart, 
perpendicular to your target line. 
Straddle the line and take divots 
until you consistently make the divots in front of  the line, or row of tees 
(toward the target). You can certainly hit balls this way too – with the balls on 
the line or between each of the tees.   
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Lets Hear from Tiger Woods...Again  
 
The moment I learned how to reduce the spin on my short-iron shots, my 
ability to stuff it in there close increased dramatically.  Because I used to 
swing all-out on just about every shot, I was not consistent in controlling spin 
and distance. One shot might land pin-high and suck back 30 feet. The next 
time I might allow for a real zipper and get very little.  It was frustrating.  
  
So I developed a "soft arms" shot.  First, I take more club because I want to 
swing slower. Second, I play the ball slightly back of center in my stance to 
reduce the trajectory. Third, I shallow out my swing, which reduces my angle 
of attack. That not only produces a smaller divot but also helps slow down 
the pace of my swing. If you get too steep, the result is usually a deep divot 
and increased spin.  
  
 Iron Intimidation?  
 
There are a number of players who are confused and frustrated with their 
ability to perform with the long irons. As the irons get longer, they become 
more difficult to hit.   
 
Most golfers, when they have a long iron in their hands, think they need to 
make a bigger and longer backswing.  But this thinking causes them to pull 
their body off the golf ball. They lose their spine angle, from which they can’t 
recover, and they end up hitting a bad golf shot.  
 
Typically, they set up well with a long iron in their hands, but tension and 
anxiety builds as they start looking at that narrow little blade. They swing the 
club back just fine, but swinging forward they pull up and out of the shot as 
they reach impact.   Often, their back end has pushed toward the ball and 
their spine angle has straightened up. That makes it very difficult to achieve 
a good impact condition.  
   
On the other hand, for those of you who fear fairway woods and love a long 
iron, please don't feel that anything is wrong. This is a plus. Keep using the 
clubs that produce the best results for you. The reason that there are so 
many fairway woods out there is because they fill the void for those who 
have trouble hitting long irons. This leads us to the question, why does a 
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fairway wood seem so much easier to perform with? 
   
The majority of those who have trouble with the long irons will be glad to 
know that their troubles are based more on physics than their lack of ability.   
If your club head speed does not reach approximately 70 mph you will have 
difficulty with long irons. There must be sufficient speed to get lift with those 
clubs that do not have enough loft or mass, such as the long irons.  Usually 
the breakdown with players begins with a five iron and down depending on 
the speed produced and ability.   
 
Fairway woods, however, by design have more mass, and because of this 
mass have the center of gravity low and at least 3 inches from the face.  
These characteristics have a tremendous benefit to produce lift when speed 
is lacking.  For example, if a 4-iron was traveling at 60 mph, there would be 
very little lift and very little carry as opposed to, say, a 7-wood.  So, for the 
many of you having trouble with those long irons, don't be afraid to give those 
fairway woods a try. Not only will they be more consistent and easier to hit, 
but they will hit higher longer shots if your swing speed is slow. You may be 
pleasantly surprised with your success.   
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PRE-SHOT ROUTINE 
Wiggling and Waggling 

 
  

 A pre-shot routine consists of a methodical system of getting 
ready to hit the ball.  Weekend Warriors have many different 
pre-shot routines.  Some walk around the ball 5 times.  Some just 
eye it down the fairway.  Some wiggle, some waggle, and some 
do the electric slid.  Most try to imitate the professionals.  Of 
course, once the ball is struck, the similarities are gone.  

 
 
Following a consistent routine is the surest way to hit good shots more often.  
And the final, essential step in any good pre-shot routine is selecting the 
smallest target possible.  
  
   
 

~Strange, but True~ 
 

In the final round of the 1987 Open Championship at Muirfield, Nick 
Faldo took a par on every hole to take the title. 

 
  
  
Focusing on a specific target –  whether it’s the flag on a par 3 or a tree trunk 
beyond the fairway on a longer hole – gives you a sense that you have less 
room for error, and your body will respond with a more precise swing.  Keep 
in mind that the final target on a green isn’t always the flagstick, but it should 
always be as small and specific as possible.  
   

 
 

During my Pre-Shot Routine, I wiggled and waggled, and mentioned to 
my friend that I got a new set of clubs for my wife.  He said it was the 

best trade I ever made.  
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Starting Behind The Ball  
 

1. Hone in on the target by putting on the 'ol blinders.  
 

2. Move to address the ball, and give it a couple wiggles and waggles.  
 

3. Look at the target one last time. 
 

4. Smack the stuffing out of it.  
 
OK, that's what I do.  Is it right?  It is for me, but it might not be for you.  The 
point, pencil?  Develop a routine, and stick with it.  Read the rest of the tips 
below, but remember this one above all, literally!  
    
Avoid "Over Analysis Paralysis"  
 
All these tips don't mean a thing if you become too tense, analytical, and 
psyche yourself out.  Everyone has a strong desire to improve, but you've 
also got to be able to relax like jelly.  After a practice session – if you practice 
– or ESPECIALLY on the course, hit a large percent of your shots with the 
goal of just being target-oriented. This means just look at where you want the 
ball to go, think happy, positive thoughts, and let ’er rip. In other words, just 
grip the club and fire away!   

  
Copy the Pros  
 
The next time you watch golf on TV, notice what the players do before they 
play each shot.  Each one of them will go through their "pre-shot routine" 
which will be exactly the same each time. 
  
So many golfers say that they would like to be more consistent.  Well, this is 
one way to ensure that.  Each pro has his or her own pre-shot routine.  Below 
find ONE that you can use to build off of... 
  
The two elements that should be included in the routine are visualization and 
alignment: 
  
Stand behind the ball and visualize the flight of the shot.  
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Once that is done, pick a spot about two feet in front of the ball, but on line 
with your target.  Walk around and align the clubface to the spot. Make sure 
the spot is defined, like an ugly blade of grass, a twig, or  something you can 
see clearly.  Go to the address position and hit away.   
 
Just another example that works!  

   
 
Wiggle While You Work  
 
Over time, many golfers move farther from the ball at address.  Be sure that 
you're not reaching for the ball or putting too much weight on the balls of your 
feet.  Here's a test for this that many pros are fond of:  Wiggle your toes at 
address! This ensures that you aren't placing too much weight on the forward 
part of the foot.   
 
Getting Ready for the First Tee  
 
Many golfers -- heck, MOST  golfers – seem to have trouble getting the 
round off to a good start.  They always start  with a  score that is much worse 
than their typical hole average.  What can you do to start better?  
 
First of all, if you have time, hit some balls on the range for at least 10 
minutes before the start of the round. This not only loosens up the swing but 
builds confidence, which is  difficult to have if you are swinging cold on the 
first tee.  Without having hit a shot, your subconscious does not know what to 
expect no matter how long you've been a golfer, and a hasty shot is the result.  
The next best thing is to swing the club a few minutes before the first tee.  It 
loosens your muscles, and gives you flexibility.  
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Once you've hit some practice shots, or at a minimum taken some practice  
swings, look at the hole and decide where  to aim your drive.   
   
 

~Strange But True~ 
 

In the 1992 Texas Open, at San Antonio's Oak Hills C.C., journeyman 
pro Carl Hooper ripped a drive that wound up hitting a cart path and 

continuing on for 787 yards. After returning to the fairway by hitting a 4 
iron and then an 8 iron, Cooper took a double bogey 6, and missed the 

cut. 
 
   
 
Second Shot 
 
Say it’s a par 5.  Once you’ve hit your drive, decide how to play your second 
shot.  Can you reach the green in two?  If not, put away that fairway wood, 
take a middle iron and play safely up the fairway. 
   
If you can reach the green in two, be aware of where trouble lies.  If it is better 
to err to the right than the left, favor the right hand side of the green for this 
shot.  Missing the green to the right will still allow you the chance of getting 
the ball up and down.  Missing the green left is stroke and distance!!!  
 
And Third 
 
If you've laid up 
with your second 
shot, you should 
now use a 
pitching or sand 
wedge for your 
third (100 yard 
marker pretty 
close).   Most 
Weekend 
Warriors miss 
the green with 
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this shot, because they think it is an easy one and do not take the same time 
as they do with longer shots.  Take careful notice of the distance to the flag, 
not just looking at the distance marker, but see whether the flag is on the 
front or back of the green.  This, alone, could affect the shot by one or two 
clubs.  Focus on this shot as you would your drive.  
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THE GRIP 
Loosen Up! 

 
  

 What golf book would not be complete without a section on THE 
GRIP?  Listen (actually, I know you can't hear me, but read on 
anyway, wise guy), here's the bottom line on the grip:  
 
Make sure you see your two knuckles on the left hand while you 
are gripping the club, assuming you are right handed.  Don't grip 
it hard.  Slowly count to ten and loosen your grip.  When you get 
to zero, the club should fall out of your hand.  Now, remember 
how you held it when you counted down and were at two?  That's 
how tight the grip should be.   Then, choke down about half an 
inch from the top of the club to ensure stability.  
 
The following are more detailed explanations. I guess because 
you paid for this book, you should get them.  

   
Choosing a Grip That Works for You  
 
Beginners often select a full-fingered/baseball-style grip since it offers more 
control.  Later, they may progress to the overlapping grip often favored by 
golfers with large hands, or the interlocking grip often employed by players 
with smaller hands.  The interlocking grip is the choice of many pros since it 
provides a more secure and unified feeling.  
 
Grip Light, the Ball takes Flight!!  
 
Many if not all beginners grip too tightly.  They're worried about hitting a bad 
shot, or think the tighter the grip, the farther they can hit a ball.  It's a logical 
train of thought.  However, it's just wrong!! 
    
Did you know that your fingers are the fastest part of your body??  Well, 
let's assume they are.  So if you are  NOT USING your fingers – that is, you 
are using your  palms as the  grip point – you are starting off with a 
tremendous LOSS of power!  
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Grip Down to Control Distance  
 
Learn to hit half shots and to control distance by gripping down on the club.  
Adjust your back swing, not your down swing.  
  
 What Size is Your Thumb?? (You Think That's Dumb??)  
 
Grip more in the fingers  of the left hand than in the palm.  Check to see that 
the club shaft runs across the base of your last three fingers and through the 
middle of your index finger.  This placement is important. If you grip the club 
too much in the palm, you hinder your ability to hinge your wrist and use your 
hands effectively in the swing. More of a finger grip makes cocking the wrist 
on the backswing, hitting the ball, and then re-cocking the wrist on the 
follow-through much easier.  Just be sure that the "V" formed between your 
thumb and forefinger points toward your right ear.   
 
Different Strokes – I Mean Grips – For Different Folks 
 
Okay, your left hand is on the club. Complete your grip by placing your right 
hand on the club. You can fit the right hand to the left by using one of three 
grips: the overlapping (or Vardon) grip, the interlocking grip, or the ten-finger 
grip.  
  

Vardon Grip   
  
The Vardon, or overlapping grip, is suitable for most male golfers and female 
golfers with strong arms and wrists. In the Vardon grip, the right pinkie 
overlaps the left index finger, as shown in the picture below.  It’s the most 
popular grip, certainly among better players. The great British player Harry 
Vardon, who still holds the record for most British Open wins - six - 
popularized the grip around the turn of the century.  Old Harry was the first to 
place the little finger of his right hand over the gap between the index and 
next finger of the left as a prelude to completing his grip.  Harry was also the 
first to put his left thumb on top of the shaft.   Previously, everybody had their 
left thumbs wrapped around the grip as if they were holding a baseball bat.   
 
Try the Vardon grip. Close your right hand over the front of the shaft so that 
the V formed between your thumb and forefinger, again, points to your right 
ear. The fleshy pad at the base of your right thumb should fit snugly over 
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your left thumb. The result should be a feeling of togetherness, your hands 
working as one, single unit. 
  
This grip is very cool; probably 90 percent of Tour players use the Vardon 
grip.   

 
  

Interlocking Grip 
 
An alternative is to interlock the right pinkie and left index finger, and the 
interlocking grip is really a variation on the Vardon grip. The difference is that 
the little finger of your left hand and the index finger of the right actually hook 
together.  Everything else is the same. The interlocking grip works well for 
people with short fingers and pudgy palms who find it difficult to get the small 
finger to overlap correctly or sufficiently. The small finger and index finger of 
the opposite hand interlock again unifying the hands in order to work as one 
unit.  
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You may find this grip more comfortable if you have small hands. Tom Kite 
and Jack Nicklaus – possibly the game's greatest player ever – both use this 
grip for that reason.  Many of the top women players use this grip, too.   
    
    

Ten-Finger Grip 
  
The ten-finger grip used to be more common, 
but you still see it occasionally. The baseball or 
10 finger grip is good for lady golfers and 
senior golfers who do not have a lot of strength 
in their wrists and forearms. This allows the 
lower hand to be a little more active through 
the hitting area helping rotation and resulting in 
straighter shots and more distance.  PGA Tour 
player Dave Barr from Canada uses this grip.  
 
The ten-finger grip is what the name tells you it 
is. You have all ten fingers on the club.  No 
overlapping or interlocking occurs; the little 
finger of the left hand and the index finger of 
the right barely touch.  If you have trouble 
generating enough club head speed to hit the 
ball as far as you would like, give this grip a try. 
Keep in mind that controlling the club head is 
more difficult with this grip because more 
"cocking" of the hands occurs.  You can place 
all ten fingers on the club.  
 
 
 
Completing Your Grip  
 
Put your right hand on the club, the palm directly opposite your left hand. 
Slide your right hand down the shaft until you can complete whatever grip 
you find most comfortable. Your right shoulder, right hip, and head lean to 
the right to accommodate the lowering of the right hand. Your right earlobe 
moves closer to your right shoulder.   
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Your grip pressure should never be tight. Your grip should be light. You 
should exert only as much pressure as you would when picking up the egg of 
a spotted owl. Lightly now! Spotted owls are becoming extinct!   
 
Solid (NOT HARD, SQUEEZING THE LIFE SOLID) Grip = Solid Contact  
 
To create solid consistent golf shots, golfers need a fundamentally sound 
golf grip.  A good grip must produce power along with returning the club back 
to square at impact.  The grip of the club should be held in the fingers of each 
hand.  
 
Start by setting the club head down behind the ball so that it is square with 
the target. Position your top hand (left hand for right-handed players) so that 
the bottom of the grip rests in the middle section of your index finger and in 
your pinkie where it meets your hand.  Close your fingers first to keep the 
club from rolling into your hand, then place your palm on top of the club.  The 
back of your left hand and your clubface should now both be facing the target, 
with the line formed between your thumb and index finger pointing toward 
your right ear or shoulder.   
 
With your right hand you can overlap, interlock or hold the club with the ten 
finger grip. It is also important to hold the club in the fingers of the right hand. 
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The bottom of the grip should rest in the middle section of your index finger 
and in your pinkie where it meets your hand.  Then wrap the rest of your 
hand around the top to right side of the grip, with the middle part of the heel 
of your palm fitting over your left thumb.  
 
   
HOT TIP 
 

Don't overlook the conditions of the grips. Are yours a little glossy 
and slippery?  Don't assume you need new grips.  If they are not 
dry rotted or have holes worn in them, they can be brought back 
to life pretty easily. The gloss is usually caused by the oils from 
your hand.   
  
To bring them back to life, put some hot water and whatever 
dishwashing soap you have in a bucket, or do this in your kitchen 
sink.  Now grab the green scotch bright pad used for scrubbing 
those pots and pans and soak it in the soapy water.  Wrap the 
pad around the grip, holding it with one hand. Grip the club head 
and rotate it back and forth while gripping the pad, moving up 
and down the grip a few times. Rinse with cold water and let dry. 
The soap removes the oil build up and the scotch pad is just 
rough enough to tack up the grip...do not use sand paper. This 
just tears up the grip and does not remove the oils. If you do this 
when the grips get a little glossy, you will be amazed at how long 
a set of grips will last.  

   
 
Which Grip is Right for You?  
 
The grip is the most neglected element of the golf swing probably because of 
writers like me who think people try to overcomplicate it.  You do need a 
SOUND grip, and I guess I have never seen a good player (I means, 
REALLY GOOD) with a bad grip.  

 
There are a number of common denominators regardless of which grip – 
Vardon, interlocking, or ten-finger – you choose.  
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The Top Hand Position 
 
The top hand needs to be placed on the club so that, as you look down, you 
can see two knuckles. The line formed by the thumb and the back of the 
hand is pointing to the right shoulder (left shoulder for left-handed golfers).  
 

The Bottom Hand Position 
  
The bottom hand is placed on the club with the palms adjacent to one 
another, and the lines formed by the thumbs and the back of the hands are 
parallel to one another.  The lifeline of the bottom hand fits snugly over the 
thumb of the top hand.  The thumb and index finger of the bottom hand form 
a slight "trigger grip" with the tip of each finger touching. 
  

Point Your Way to Consistency   
 
What the hands do directly affects the clubface position, which affects the 
ball's flight.  With a normal stance, take your grip but point your finger down 
the shaft so it's pointing at the ball at address.  Check the club when it's 
parallel to the ground on both the backswing and follow-through. The finger 
should point down the target line on the way back and at the target on the 
way through. This is also a great tip if you're confused about how it should 
feel to release your hands properly.   
  
It's a fantastic tip if it actually works for you.   
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THE SWING 
Don’t Overcomplicate 

 
  

Let's not overcomplicate the swing.  It should be as simple as 
possible.  Bottom line, it should all flow at the same speed, and 
same rhythm.  Anytime you interject unnecessary moves into 
your swing, it is guaranteed to go awry.   
 
The swing is never 'swung' at 100% power.  It is better and more 
accurate to swing at 80% power, and, for most amateurs, 75% 
power.  This increases the fluidity, rhythm, accuracy, and most 
importantly (well...maybe) distance.  If you need another 10 
yards, pick a different club.  Simply put, think of one thing during 
the swing, not 3, 4, or 5 different mechanical notions –  just one.  
And it should be a thought of fluidity.   
 
I will admit though, there is no sensation like gripping and ripping 
and actually connecting when everything moves properly.  
However out of sheer good conscience, I cannot advise that you 
do that.   

    
Left Knee Right  
 
It's really simple.  To get extra power, your left knee, on the top of the 
backswing, should be behind the ball.  That obviously means you have to 
twist your hips (rotation) with some resistance to get it there!   
 
Pause at the Top  
 
Swing slow, sweet chariot!  I'm not saying you shouldn't swing with power 
and acceleration, but rather that you need to maintain a rhythm. The best 
way to accomplish this is to imagine a slight pause at the top of your 
backswing before changing direction and beginning the downswing.  Do this 
and you'll find your ball in the middle of the fairway more often! I know I’m 
making a full shoulder turn when my left shoulder turns under my chin.  Take 
a split second and smell your armpit.  Gross, but you get the idea, right?  
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Low and Slow  
 
Weekend Warriors have a tendency to take the club back too quickly with the 
wrists.  This reduces proper extension and gets the swing off plane.  Here's a 
great drill to help you get the proper feel for the take-away: 
   
First, get into your normal address position and then place or drop a ball 
behind your club head. As you initiate the backswing, roll the ball backward. 
Continue rolling the ball until it is well past your right foot (left foot for 
left-handed players).  When doing this properly, you'll feel the opposite 
shoulder move under your chin. You'll also realize how straight the left arm 
(right arm for left-handed players) should be when taking the backswing.  

    
              

 

 
 
 

Rock-Solid Right Knee  
 
On the backswing, it's crucial to keep weight on the inside of the right foot 
and maintain a slight bend in the knee.  Failure to do this can mean poor 
contact and a loss of power.  As you take the club back, imagine that the right 
knee is braced and solid like a wall. This helps your upper body coil behind 
the ball, so you can make an aggressive move through it – and really send it 
flying!   
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Play Volley Ball  
 
Many golfers let the left knee collapse toward the right on the backswing. 
This causes your shoulder to drop, and makes your hips sway and overturn. 
This doesn't go against our tip above.  It merely means that it should not flex 
in.  To fix this, imagine your left knee going out toward the target on the 
backswing. You should feel tension and stability in both knees. Can't quite 
get it? Try this:  Imagine that you're holding a volleyball between your knees. 
Give it a try, you'll be amazed!  
 
 
Feet Together Now!  
 
When you're having problems making good contact, it's often because you 
start to sway, lose balance, and stop turning.  One of the best drills to help 
cure this problem is to hit balls, with your feet about six inches apart.  Start 
out by hitting shots with short swings.  You'll notice that in order to do this, 
your balance must be good.  This drill promotes good footwork, balance, and 
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a free swing with the arms.  Also, it forces you to turn more; otherwise, you'll 
fall over!  When you feel as though you're making good contact, increase the 
length of your swings.  Eventually, you'll feel confident enough to hit from a 
normal stance again.   

 
Turn and Burn   
 
There's a simple way to give you the feeling of a proper shoulder turn without 
the hips getting too involved, as they often do. Sit on the edge of a golf cart. 
or in a similar position.  Put a club on the line of your shoulders as if you're 
simulating address.  Now, simply turn back and try to get the shaft pointing 
straight in front of you. You'll find quite a stretch in the left side, which is good. 
This helps you get behind the ball better and results in a few more yards.   

 
Act Like a Baseball Player   
 
A golf swing requires a controlled but aggressive weight shift.  Still, some 
players get stuck on the right foot and never fully shift, causing many of the 
typical bad-shot blues. Try teeing a ball and taking your normal address 
position.  Now bring the left foot back so the feet are about six inches apart. 
Take a normal backswing, but just as you begin down, step forward as 
though you are a home run hitter stepping into a pitch.  To hit the ball solidly, 
you might need to tone down the swing a bit. This not only gives you a real 
feeling of shifting, but it also trains you to repeat it.  
  
A GREAT WAY to practice this is to get a REAL baseball tee, and, well, a 
baseball bat, and swing away.  The hip motion is THE SAME!  
 
Make a Smooth Transition 
   
Many weekend golfers start their downswing with a tense, violent motion, 
ruining their chance of making solid contact.  The top of the swing is a critical 
transition point and should quietly lead into a smooth downswing.  Thinking 
"light and lazy" at the top is a good strategy to promote this feeling.   
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Dirty Those Shoes  
  
Know how to tell a good player from a bad one before you see them play?  
Shoes. If the shoes have been around a while and the right toe is totally 
clean, there's a problem.  When the weight shifts properly, you'll end up 
balanced on the right toe.  Over time, this wears down that toe.  Look at your 
shoes.  Hmmm, interesting isn't it?  Now go clean them  before someone 
looks at you and determines they want to wager with you.  
 
Your Head DOES Move!!  
 
Think of it this way:  during the down-swing, your head should release.  
When you release your head correctly, you’ll look “over” the ball as it flies 
away and track its path immediately from the point of contact.  If you hold 
your head rigid, you’ll look “under” the ball and hinder your weight shift.  
Locking your head in a fixed position is WRONG, WRONG, WRONG!!  Let it 
flow naturally!!  

  
Pull With Your Left Hand!  
 
Swing irons and fairway woods as if you are pulling down the string of a 
window shade, but in this case, you do it exclusively with your left hand.  At 
the start of the downswing, the heel of your left hand goes straight down 
toward the ground on a line behind the ball.   Hitting down on the ball with 
irons begins with the hands ahead of the ball at address and the right knee 
"kicked in" or tilted to the left.   
 
Reading that, you probably see the path as too steep, and that you will surely 
drive the club into the ground behind the ball – hit it fat.  It may even feel that 
way when you first try it, but it only appears that way.  It doesn’t happen, 
because the slight lateral slide to the left and the virtually simultaneous turn 
of your hips that begins the downswing bring the club forward, or toward the 
ball, as your left hand is dropping straight down.  
 
That is why the hands seem to be moving laterally. In fact, they are moving 
downward and laterally in conjunction with the movement of the body.   
If you have the ball in the proper position between your feet at address – just 
left of center with the long irons and fairway woods, in the middle for the 4, 5, 
6, and 7-irons, and a touch right of center for the 8 and 9-irons and wedges – 
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you will not hit behind the ball.  Indeed, because you have pulled the club 
down as described, you will catch both the turf and the bottom of the ball at 
exactly the same time and take a divot.   

   
  
 

Does Size Matter?  
 
The size of the divot depends on the turf from which you’re playing and the 
club you’re using – the shorter the iron, the deeper the divot. One way or 
another, you will have made perfect contact and produced ideal trajectory 
and control of the ball’s flight and distance.   
 
It's a Lie!  
 
It should be said that when playing full-swing shots you do not have to swing 
the club on a more upright plane in order to properly hit down on the ball.  If 
you happen to have a relatively flat plane, you will still get the correct 
downward descent of the club to impact with the window-shade action.  
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Some More 'Concepts'  
 
There are a few other ideas or images you can use to help ensure you hit 
down on the ball:   
 
First, keep your hands ahead of the club head throughout the downswing.  
Do not let them pass the club head until the ball has been struck.   
 
Second, drive your flexed right knee laterally to the left at the start of your 
downswing.  Also, tuck your right elbow in toward your right side as the 
downswing begins or at some point early in the downswing.   
 
Finally, keep a light grip pressure with your right hand, from address through 
impact, and hold the club more firmly with the last three fingers of your left 
hand (right hand for left-handed golfers). 
   
All of these ideas and images are worth trying, although we think pulling the 
window shade is best.  By the way, you shouldn’t feel that you can’t take a 
divot when hitting fairway woods.  You will see the game’s best players do so, 
and it has the same effect as it does with iron shots. 
  
Should My Swing Change with Different Clubs?  
 
Okay, you don’t want to "adjust" your swing or swing differently for your 
woods versus your irons.  The swings are basically the same.  The only 
difference is that the plane of the swing will be a little "flat" with the woods 
than the irons due to the longer shaft.  
 
The plane of the swing is a line drawn from the ball through the shoulders 
and extending on up. At the top of the backswing, the back of the left hand 
(for right handed-golfers) should be on this line. 
  
The swing plane appears more upright with the iron.  I have attempted to 
swing both clubs the same, but because I am standing further away from the 
ball with the wood my swing is automatically "flatter." 
  
Most golfers will hit a 5-wood better than a 3-wood, and a 3-wood better than 
a driver, because of the loft of the club.  A 5-wood will have more backspin 
and less sidespin than a 3-wood, and the same will apply with the 3 versus 
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the driver.  With the driver, there is minimum backspin, and only a slight error 
in clubface angle or club head path will result in sidespin.  The greater the 
club head speed, the more off-line the ball will travel.  Even the touring pros 
will tend to tee off with a 3-wood when accuracy is more important than 
distance.  
  
The figure below is probably the most important in this book. Use it as 

a template.  Adjust the ball position to YOUR swing. 
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The Backswing  
 
A good swing requires that the motion should be fluid from start to finish.  
The takeaway is the trigger that begins this fluid motion. To get this fluid 
motion, the arms, club, and body must work together.  The body will supply 
the power, and the arms and club will control the direction.   
 
Think of starting your takeaway with the big muscles of your back and 
shoulders turning behind the ball.  As you make this turn, keep your arms 
and club in front of your body in a one-piece motion.  This blending together 
of your body, arms, and club will start a chain reaction that will link the 
remainder of your swing together.   

   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mo' Power  
 
Golfers looking for more power will try increasing the length of their 
backswing.  In doing this, they may gain a few yards off the tee but 
completely lose their accuracy.  Therefore I am often asked "How do I 
maintain control, and still gain the extra yards I need to improve my score ?"  
 
Tiger Woods is a perfect example of someone who has slightly shortened his 
swing to gain more accuracy, but has extended his arc to maintain his 
tremendous power.   
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You need to work on three things:   
 

1. You must increase the distance between your right shoulder and your 
right hand at the top of the backswing. This extends the arc creating 
tension in the lower torso, which really helps with power. 

 
2. You must make sure that the right elbow is in the "tray" position in 

order to start the downswing correctly.   Make sure that the forearm of 
the right arm is in the "tray" position, (as a waiter carries a tray) with the 
upper part of the arm pointing directly behind you, and the right hand 
directly under the grip.  

 
3. You must make a full shoulder turn.  Extend your left arm out wide at 

the top.  It is important to note that the left arm must be fully extended 
in order to create this tension.  

 
I Am Addressing the Ball (No, not "Hi, Ball") NOW  WHAT?  
 
Much has been written about the takeaway:  
 

- Take it back with the left side  
- Take it back with the right side  
- Take it back with the arms  
- Take it back with the big muscles  
- Take it back with the hands  

 
There is one particular way to take the club back in terms of how it feels, only 
in terms of where the club should be at particular times during the swing.  At 
the start of the takeaway, you want the hands to move straight back along 
the body line, with no manipulation or rotation of the hands or arms.  In other 
words, the hands are passive, and the torso rotates.  
  
Halfway up, the club head is still slightly outside the body (not target).  If the 
grip pressure is nice and light, then at this point the wrists will start to "cock" 
naturally with the momentum of the club head and the club will start to break 
upwards.  At this stage the hands are approximately in the middle of the 
chest and the club will feel very light in your hands.  Continue with a full 
shoulder turn to the top of the backswing.  
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The last thing I think about when I take my club back is...nothing – 

just a beautiful picture in my mind of where that ball is going to land. 
  
    
  

Other Points During the Backswing 
  

1. The right knee does not move from its original position – all the way to 
the top of the swing.  This "stable" position ensures that the proper 
"torque" is created in the body.  

 
2. The left arm stays reasonably straight, not rigid, throughout the 

backswing, especially at the top of the swing – a definite problem area 
for a lot of golfers.  Again, if the left arm breaks down you will lose that 
necessary "torque" that is the power producer on the downswing.  

 
3. The weight moves over to the right side at the top of the backswing 

with the sternum directly over the right foot.  This prevents a "reverse 
pivot," ensures the proper weight shift, and will make the start of the 
downswing a lot easier and more powerful.  

 
Turn on the Power  
 
The turning motion of your body is what generates power in your golf swing, 
and the key to developing a sound swing is to understand your own swing. 
Of course, the fundamentals of grip, stance, alignment, and posture form the 
crucial building blocks.  Once you establish a setup that is correct in form and 
easy to repeat, you can then concentrate on the specifics of the backswing, 
downswing, and follow-through.  
   
Even More Power  
 
Begin your backswing by turning your shoulders, arms, and hips away from 
the ball almost simultaneously.  Turning your shoulders turns the rest of your 
body and, when done properly, automatically positions the club correctly at 
the top of the swing as your weight shifts to the inside of your right leg (for 
right-handers), setting the stage for a good downswing.   
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Turning the hips back toward the left signals the start of the downswing and 
the transfer of weight from right to left.  Think of your swing as a single 
motion. Turn your shoulders in a constant motion throughout the swing and 
keep your hips level.   
 
At the finish of your follow through you should be facing the target in a 
balanced position with most of your weight on your left foot.  

   

   
 

 
 

Limited Airtime? BRUSH Up!  
 
We refer to the club head to ground contact as the brush. The brush has two 
elements: correct depth (high to low), and correct spot, (front to back).  A 
specific starting position, or posture, can greatly affect the brush. The correct 
combination of body bend points, weight distribution in feet (heel to toe), and 
distance of hands from the body, will help produce a consistent depth of 
brush.  
 
For example, if your brush is usually high. creating topping and low trajectory 
shots, try standing with more weight on the balls of your feet and move your 
hands closer to your body at address.  Then all you have to do is stay level 
during the swing, which is best felt through slow motion at first, then bringing 
it up to speed.  Now, the right spot is just in front of the ball. The main 
influence on spot is weight distribution in the feet, front to back, at impact. 
The more weight on the front, or target side, foot, the more forward the 
brush.  
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DRIVING 
Never Enough Tips for This! 

  
The driver is similar to your spouse:  love them one minute, ready 
to toss them out the door the next.  OK, maybe that's just my 
spouse.  The driver is the most fun to hit, but at the same time 
can be the most frustrating. It can make or break your score 
depending 7upon whether you play aggressively or defensively.  
 
The driver is the most difficult club to hit because it is the longest, 
swings the fastest, and has the least amount of loft. Therefore, 
any mistake is exaggerated when compared to mistakes made 
with other clubs. In order to fix your mistakes, you must 
understand why and how they occur.  
  
The driver is also where most people take their mulligan(s) – I 
mean were DISTRACTED during their downswing, and get a 
free take over!!  
 
The Driver also makes your 3-wood look pretty good...  

   
 
How About DRIVE for Dough?  
 
Listen...putting is the most important aspect of the game.  No question.  
However, don't be satisfied with "just getting the ball in the fairway."  That's 
bull dumping, in my opinion.  How about drive for dough and putt for dough??  
Turn your driver or 3-wood upside down.  Swing it.  Here that sound cutting 
through the air?  That's velocity, which equals power.  Practice with the club 
upside down until you hear the maximum air breakage (no pun intended).  
That's the swing you need on the tee.  
 
NOW, Hit the Darn Thing Straight 
  
When you absolutely have to hit the ball straight (and when don't you...don't 
answer...I know) tee the ball a little lower.  It won’t curve as much to the left or 
right...theoretically.   
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Golfer hits a Blue Jay with his errant tee shot.  It falls from the sky, into 
the woods.  Golfer turns to his buddies, puts his driver in his bag, and 

says: "I'm done, got my birdie." 
  

Heresy, I say!!  A 5-IRON???? 
  

 
 
 
Distance is directly related to swing speed, so learn to accelerate; you’ll 
develop control as your body and game matures.  Start with a 5-iron off the 
tee, work up to your driver.  
 
Stabilize Your Left Knee   
 
Longer hitters have a significant discrepancy between hip turn and shoulder 
turn.  The place for a big hip turn is on the follow-through, not the backswing!  
 
One important body part that affects what the hips do is the left knee. When it 
collapses or bends inward, the hips are able to turn too much, making it 
impossible to create the necessary torque required to build club head speed. 
To improve this, simply feel the left knee staying out toward the target at the 
top of the backswing. This keeps some distance between the knees.   

  
Turn Your Way to More Distance   
 
In case the tip above doesn't work, note that the key to hitting a golf ball a 
long way is minimizing your hip turn and maximizing your shoulder turn.  The 
easiest way to accomplish this is to make sure that your left knee doesn't 
slide to the right on the backswing and that the right knee stays firm and 
flexed throughout (opposite knee for left-handed players).  Also, get your 
shoulder behind the ball at the top of the backswing. This ensures good 
weight shift and allows for a longer swing.   
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Da Stance 
  
Your left foot should be pointed to 10 o’clock, and your right foot should be at 
1 o’clock.  However, this doesn’t work during Daylight Saving Time.  You’re 
on your own then.  
 
Width of stance is easy, too.  Your heels should be shoulder-width apart –  
mot 14 inches, or 18 inches, shoulder-width.  Let the shape of your body 
dictate what is right for you.  So, in this case, inches ARE what matters.  It's 
your size...or something like that.  
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The Need for Speed  
 
The more club head speed you generate, the farther you’ll hit the ball.  Don’t 
be shy about going after the ball with your driving club.  Sometimes, it just 
feels GOOD to let it rip!  

 
Speed and Distance  
 
The lower your club head speed, the more distance you will gain with a more 
lofted club.  "Amateurs" and senior golfers, especially, would benefit from 
driving with a 5-wood.  

 
Think Outside the 'Box'  
 
You don’t have to stand within the teeing area; your feet can be outside of it.  
This is useful to know when the only piece of level ground is outside the 
teeing area or if the hole is a sharp dogleg.  You can give yourself a better 
angle by teeing up wide, or standing outside the teeing area.  
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Pop Fly to Deep Center 
 
The driver can generate some very exaggerated ball-flight patterns.   
Although these mistakes are frustrating, they can help you key in on the 
exact problems in your swing.  
 
Pop-ups are shots that fly high and short.  After the ball is struck, there’s 
usually an ugly mark on the top of the club. There are many different reasons 
why pop-ups occur.  One major error that often leads to pop-ups is a steep 
angle of attack. This causes the club to hit down on the ball, resulting in the 
ball contacting the top of the driver. Teeing the ball lower is thought to be a 
quick fix for this fault, but it will actually hurt you more.  You need a sweeping 
action to cure a steep angle.  The angle is created by an outside-to-inside 
swing path.  
 
A good practice drill to develop this sweeping motion is to swing a club a few 
inches above the ball. This will help flatten out the swing plane in the 
downswing and put it on a more inside-to-out swing path.  It will feel similar to 
a baseball swing.  
 
Pop-ups also occur when the ball is positioned too far back in the stance. 
This leads to the head moving in front of the ball, creating a steep angle of 
attack. To correct this problem, lay several clubs on the ground to help you 
monitor your ball position.  
  
Slicers and Driving  
 
If you are a slicer, which driver enhances your effort?  A high or low lofted 
driver? Supposedly a higher loft leads to less sidespin, and therefore a less 
pronounced slice.   Many people hit their 3-wood straight and slice their 
driver.  That is a 100% indication of hand manipulation.  The driver head is 
bigger and the shaft is longer, thus they are unable to square the driver club 
head before impact.    
 
BUT, if they work to swing correctly -- NO hand leverage with a very full 
shoulder turn and full wrist cock at the top, giving the club time to align itself – 
every club will always be square at impact, traveling along the target line 
instead of out-to-in, and the ball will always go straight.  REALLY, IT WILL!!    
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Picking the Right Driver  
 

1. Select the loft for the ball flight you want:  
Men's RH: 6.5º to 12º 
Men's LH: 8º to 12º 
Women's RH: 9º to 12º 
Women's LH: 9º to 12º  

  
2. Select the shaft flex to match your swing:   choose from Senior, 

Regular, Firm or Strong. 
  

I use a Regular Flex, 10-degree Driver.  It happens to be a Callaway at 
the moment!  :-)  My longest drive has been 295 yards – the longest, 
NOT THE AVERAGE!!!!!   My partner uses an old Yonex, and gets 
drives of 250 to 300 yards out of it consistently.  It's 9 degrees, stiff, and 
he irritates me.  

 
Sweeping Up  
 
A great key word for hitting tee shots "SWEEP."  You want to sweep the ball 
off the tee.  If you look at the way you set up for tee shots with the driver, the 
ball is forward in your stance with the majority of your weight on your right 
side, suggesting that you are preparing to sweep the ball off the tee.  With 
the ball forward in your stance you will try to hit the ball slightly on the 
upswing.  
 
When hitting iron shots, the ball is more centered so that you can hit down 
into the ball.  Thinking of sweeping the ball off the tee will make your golf 
swing shallower, to achieve the proper trajectory or true loft off your driver.  
 
To help you sweep the ball off the tee feel as though your left ear 
(right-handed players) never passes the ball.  Let your arms drop when you 
change direction to shallow out the plane to catch the inside of the ball, and 
think "sweep it."   
 
Thinking sweep can also help you with your timing. It’s not a thought of 
rushing or swinging hard – you just want to take the ball off the tee.  You 
never need to hit it hard, just solidly.  Have fun sweeping up against the 
competition!  
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Stance  
 
How far should you stand from the ball?   Take your regular left hand grip.  
Hold the club straight out.  Slowly lower to the ground.  There you go.  Set up 
to shoot.  You should have no more than a fist and a half between the end of 
the club and your body.  Feel uncomfortable?  GOOD!!  You know it must be 
right.  
 
Teeing Up the Long Irons  
 
With longer irons, tee the ball a little higher than you would for shorter clubs – 
maybe a half inch off the grass – 
because you need to sweep it, not 
hit down on it. (Seeing a lot of that 
word sweep, aren't you in these 
lessons?  Well, catch a clue!!!) 
Many weekend warriors tee the ball 
too low and hit down on it too 
steeply, causing a high slice. 
Generally, you should have a 
minimum of a quarter and maximum 
of half the ball showing above the 
top of the club head.  
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Teeing Off With a 3-Wood  
 
Contrary to popular belief, a driver does not go much farther than a 3-wood 
unless it is in the hands of a very good player.  The loft and length of the 
3-wood make it easier to control and improve the trajectory of your shots.  
This, in turn, helps the ball carry in the air a greater distance.  
 
Try this:  play a few rounds and hit a driver and a 3-wood off each tee. Track 
the distance you produce with each club, and I think you will be surprised 
with the results.  Stick with the club that works best for you to maximize your 
scoring potential.  
 
Drive it Deeeeeeeep to Straight Center!! 
 
Can you tell I like baseball, too?  Well, to achieve maximum distance on your 
drive, you must create the proper launch angle.  A level or slightly ascending 
angle of attack is necessary for maximum distance.  The spine angle at 
address is the place to look to create this.  If you set a spine angle so that 
60% of your weight is felt in the back (away from target) foot, you will be able 
to have a level or slightly ascending angle of attack on the ball.  This 
translates into less backspin and increased distance.  So, lean back and let it 
fly.  
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Just Put It In Play!!  
 
There are a lot of ways to save strokes on the golf course:  making more 
short putts, making a few more long putts, getting your chips, pitches, and 
bunker shots closer to the hole, becoming a better green reader, and 
learning not to toss your clubs.  But none is more important than putting the 
ball in the fairway from the tee.   
 
I’m sure you've heard every golfer you played with for more than five minutes 
say, "Drive for show, putt for dough."  As I mentioned earlier in this chapter, 
why not do both????  Putting the ball in the fairway more often increases the 
chances of hitting more greens in regulation, and therefore, reducing the 
need to scramble for pars or bogies.   
 
But, don't settle.  Once you hit the ball straight and in the fairway, then 
continue to work on your distance.  What's the point?  Don't work on direction 
and distance at the same time.  You'll find it a lot easier to start with direction 
– preferably the fairway direction – and then maximize distance.  
 
Most people drive the ball poorly because they swing their woods like their 
irons, which is usually too steep. Good drivers swing the club on a flatter 
plane.  
 
Try out different drivers till you find one you like.  Most Warriors should use 
softer shafts for 'forgiveness.’ 
 
Most golfers should use a driver with a more lofted clubface (9 - 11 degrees; 
more lofted clubfaces reduce side-spin).  But, I think I mentioned that 
already.  
 
 To help keep you arm straight when practicing your swing, cut a 2-liter bottle 
of your favorite soft drink at both ends.   Place this bottle/tube over your 
elbow.  Now try and bend it!  

  
The Right Driver for You  
 
Many Weekend Warriors have a fear of hitting their driver, probably because 
the driver is the longest club in the bag and has less loft than other clubs. 
This is why many of us hit our fairway woods much more consistently than 
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our drivers.  It has more loft and is shorter, thus easier to handle.  
 
The simplest way to solve this problem is by monitoring the trajectory you are 
hitting your current driver.  Most players hit the driver far too low.  Finding a 
driver with a loft that is closer to your 3-wood allows you to be much more 
consistent ....which is the most important factor in driving the ball.  You'll 
probably find that picking a driver in the 44-inch range will give you the best 
results.  
 
As a test, trying hitting some of your friends’ drivers while on the range. 
Monitor the ball flight and distance you are hitting these and then check to 
see how the loft, shaft flex, and length compare to yours.  This should give 
you a good starting point. You may be surprised to find that the driver that 
gives you the most accuracy will also be the longest.    
 
And that, my friends, wraps up driving from Point A to Point B!!  
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DRILLS AND PRACTICE 
For Weekend Warriors Who Want to Really Play 

  
 
Okay, I readily admit I don't like to practice, unless my kids are 
getting on my nerves, or my beautiful wife is cooking spinach for 
dinner.   I'm a firm believer that most Weekend Warriors practice 
on the course itself.   However, if I were to practice, the following 
should help out!!  

   
 
Increase Your Forearm Strength  
 
Left wrist and forearm strength are critical to golf success.  One great 
strengthening drill for this problem requires you to hold the club straight out 
in front of you using the last three fingers of the left hand.  Next, using your 
wrists, move the club up and down ten to twelve times. Three slow, 
controlled sets without bending the arm will train the proper motion into your 
muscle memory.   
  
Take A Walk  
 
Most golfers warm up by swinging the club back and forth.  And that's better 
than not warming up at all!!   However, to make it really fun and to get a better 
feel for your club head, try this:  get nine balls, and place them in two rows.   
Hit the first ball.  Slowly walk forward and hit the first ball in the second 
column on your backswing.  Keep walking forward, hitting the second ball in 
the first column, and so on and so forth.  This will help you get a good feel for 
the club, and help you develop a good rhythm.  
   
Release is the Key to Distance  
 
To improve distance, you must have a proper hand release in the swing. 
Take a short backswing and stop when your club and hands are about waist 
high.  Look as though you are shaking hands with your thumb pointing up in 
the air.  As you swing down into the follow through, make sure your hands 
are doing the same thing that they did on the backswing (thumb up). This 
technique ensures that you use your hands properly.  
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Start at the Top  
 
The real secret to hitting straighter, more consistent shots is to have a 
square clubface at impact.  If you haven't realized that by now, then you've 
NOT been paying attention!!!  
 
If your clubface connects squarely with the ball, your shots fly straight.  It's 
that simple! One way to get a square clubface at impact is to have one at the 
top of the backswing.  If you're not square at the top, you're gonna do all 
kinds of funky things on the way down to get it square there.  This leads to all 
kinds 'issues.'  
 
With a club in hand, lift your arms just up to your forehead, and then rotate 
the shoulders as far as possible, allowing a full backswing. This sets your 
hands in a square position at the top and encourages a full turn.  If you can 
hold this position for a few seconds, it helps ingrain the proper feeling that 
you should have at the top of the swing.   
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Swing Through the Ball, Not At It 
  
Consistent, powerful swings have many things in common, and extension 
through the ball after hitting it is surely one.  A good way you can learn to 
perfect this is to put a tee about eight inches in front of the ball you are hitting. 
Make an effort to hit not only the ball but also the tee.  This will help to train 
you to swing through the ball, not at it.   
   
Use Both Sides   
 
For many players, the left arm and side are weak and dominated by the right 
side on the downswing and through impact. This right-side dominance leads 
to poor extension and many other swing flaws.  
 
To ingrain a proper feel, swing lightly with the left arm only.  As you do this, 
check how the arm extends freely through the impact zone.  Now, add the 
right arm with a light grip and try to maintain the extended feeling you just 
had.  You'll immediately feel it getting more restricted, but let it go and keep 
using that left arm and side along with the right.  You've got two sides – use 
them both!  
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Practice Methods – Hold Yourself Accountable   
 

1. Around the practice green, don't hit a whole bucket; just hit five to ten 
balls to a specific target.  

 
2. Putt out all those balls like it counts.  
 
3. To make sure it does count, keep track.  See how many you can get up 

and down.  
 
4. On the practice tee, pick out a specific target on the range and hit to it. 

Again, keep count.   
 

Bottom line: If you want to improve your game, it's not enough to go out and 
mindlessly hit a bucket of balls.  Make each shot mean something, just like 
when you're playing a round.   
  
Alignment   
 

1. Put a club on the ground and aim it directly at your target.  
 

2. Put a second club on the ground parallel to the first club. 
 

3. Take your stance by putting your feet parallel to the second club (not 
the first club, which is your target line).  Remember with this setup, 
your feet and shoulders do not point to the target line; they aim just to 
the left of it.   

 
Find a Stark, Bare-Naked Wall 
    
Using a 5-iron, lay the club on the ground with the club head touching at the 
wall and the shaft extending straight into the room.  Place your right foot 
against the end of the shaft with the little toe of your right shoe hitting the end 
of the club so that you’re standing exactly one club length from the wall.  Put 
your left foot in the normal address position for the 5-iron and, without 
moving your feet, bend over and pick up the club.  Take a backswing.  If you 
sway with your hips even one inch to the right on your backswing, you’ll 
notice that you hit the wall immediately with the club.  Practice this until you 
don’t hit the wall.    
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 General Tips   
 

1. Practice the way you would play on the course. 
   
2. Spend most of your time practicing your short game since this is where 

most of the scoring during the round comes from.  
 
3. Practice the shots you might use during your round, like shots out of 

divots and left-to-right or right-to-left shots.  
 
4. Finally, spend the least amount of time hitting drives off of a tee.  

Remember, the short game is the key to scoring.   
 
Practice Your Swing Whenever Possible  
 
Place old clubs in various locations around your house so that it’s convenient 
to swing when the spirit (or schedule) moves you.  
 
Make imaginary swings in front of a mirror or window with your arms and 
hands in the proper position.  If you don’t have a club handy, that’s okay.  
Visualize and feel the correct position.  
 
Grip a club when you watch television – you’re not doing anything else!  Try 
swinging a club during a commercial, unless it’s one of my commercials, of 
course.  In that case, put your club down and turn up the volume.  
 
Build a practice area in your house or office where you can easily work on 
your short game.  Use those plastic practice balls.   Set up a small obstacle 
course in your yard.  Actually, if it is like my house, you already have one – 
thanks kids!! 
  
Step-Slide-Step Drill  
 
As you swing back, bring your left foot to your right instep without allowing it 
to touch the ground. The forward swing is started when the left foot starts 
moving back to its original position.  
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Practice With Continuous Swings...  
 
...back and forth, while hitting balls.  One thing is certain:  you cannot swing 
fast while doing this drill!  The great thing about this drill is that it will help with 
timing, rhythm, balance, footwork, weight transfer, and the finish – if you go 
to the correct finish.  
  
Foot Drill  
 
This will help you feel and create good swing balance.  With your feet 
together, swing with or without a ball.  Your swing will be more limited, so 
don’t try to overextend into a back and forward swing.  After taking several 
swings, gradually move your feet farther and farther apart until they are hip 
or shoulder distance apart (measured from instep to instep).  This final width 
will give you a solid base for stability and good balance in the swing.  
 
Practice Your Putting Line  
 
Get serious about improving your putting.  After all, its close to 40% of your 
score.  Here’s a simple, but effective drill to take your putting game to a new 
level.  Purchase a chalk line used by carpenters to draw long, straight lines. 
Find a relatively flat putt and use the chalk line to make a line from the middle 
of the cup out ten to twelve feet from the hole.  Place your ball so the line 
splits it in half.  Now place your putter face exactly perpendicular to the line 
and directly behind the ball.  Stroke putts, keeping the putter face precisely 
perpendicular to your chalk line on the back and forward strokes.  This 
ensures a square, straight back and straight-through stroke, which is all you 
need to become a better putter.  
 
Practice With Lumber  
 
Having trouble with your putting?  Try this drill:  take a 2 x 4, about six inches 
in length, and place it on its side along the left edge of the hole.  With the heel 
of the putter on the board, place the ball even with the sweet spot on the 
putter, about four inches from the hole.  Stroke the putt without the heel 
leaving the board.  This will help your stroke go straight back and straight 
through.  
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Change-Hands Drill  
 
Take a medium iron and swing the club in front of a mirror, first with the right 
arm, then with the left.  This exercise will familiarize you with the "feel" of the 
swing.  Doing this with each arm individually helps build good muscle 
memory as well as good club control.  Sense the movement coming from a 
pickup of the arm. The body rotates as the arms swing up.   
 
Chip to an Umbrella  
 
An open umbrella makes an ideal target for practice play.  Use plastic balls 
and chip them into an opened umbrella positioned upside down and as far 
away as possible.  Lob a few balls underhand into the umbrella, then apply 
the same feel when using the club.  Later, try a set of twenty balls with your 
eyes closed.  Trust your balance and rhythm.  Be a Jedi!  
 
Getting the Most Out of Practice Sessions  
 
Practice may not make perfect, but it certainly can improve your play.  When 
you go to the driving range, make sure you’re working on fundamentals 
rather than just taking out your frustrations on a bucket of balls.  Get well 
warmed up before the start of each practice session.  Take swings with all 
your clubs, starting with your short irons and working your way up to your 
woods and driver.  Try to simulate an actual round of golf by establishing a 
different target for every swing.  
  
Tire Testing  
 
Practice your swing and strengthen your wrist with the aid of a car tire.  Place 
it on the ground and swing into the tire one-handed.  Also try holding the club 
head and swinging the grip around the inside of the tire.   
 
Practicing With a Long Putter  
 
Many of the mechanical problems associated with the putting stroke can be 
linked to an incorrect length of stroke.  In a proper pendulum putting stroke, 
the takeaway and the follow-through should be the same length.  The 
follow-through can be longer, but not by more than 20%. 
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There should also be a consistent rhythm to both the takeaway and the 
follow-through.  This rhythm should be the same for a 5-foot putt and a 
50-foot putt.  The only adjustment for a longer putt should be a longer 
takeaway, and therefore, a longer follow-through.  
 
   

To practice putting, aim at a tee instead of the hole. 
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AWKWARD SHOTS 
Also called “Funky Situations” 

 
  

Actually, it's pretty amazing that there are only a couple tips here.  
The way I golf, I've gotten into a lot of funky situations...awkward, 
to be more exact.   
 
By the way, an awkward shot is also one where you hit your 
caddy or your golf cart...and both situations call for a 2-stroke 
penalty.  In the case of hitting your caddy, you'll probably also 
lose your caddy to the 19th hole.  
 
Anyway, as I have reviewed what I have already assembled, 
most awkward shots have been covered in the other tips 
supplied.  Here are a few situation that where they are not 
covered.    

 
 
Kreskin:  How Low is Low?  
 
You’re under a tree and must keep it low, but you’re not sure how fast the ball 
will get up.  One way to learn how is to lay down the club you’re planning to 
use with the butt end facing the target, and then step on the clubface.  Be 
gentle, you are going to use that club.  Generally, the shaft will rise to the 
start of the trajectory angle, allowing you to decide if the club is the correct 
choice to keep it under the obstacle or whether you need to club up or down.  
 
Hit Far with the Ball Forward  
 
Your position over the ball should vary according to the club you're using.  
For instance, the ball should be in the middle of your stance with the shorter 
irons.  Those would be the 7, 8, 9, and PW.    
 
As the loft of the club decreases, the ball should be incrementally farther 
toward the front foot, until it's just inside the left heel when hitting the woods. 
Also, remember that if you want to purposely hit lower shots, the ball should 
be back in the stance.  For higher shots, it should be forward.   
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Not All Golf Courses Are Flat  
 
And boy, can that be a pain!!  OK, here's how to handle them:  
 

Side of the Hill, Ball Above Your Feet 
 
Lean into the hill, and choke up on the club.  That is, put your hands further 
down the shaft.  That's it, no magic secrets. (sorry).  Lean forward more, 
keep the same ball position, and choke up on the club.  Swing, and amaze 
your friends!  
 

Side of the Hill, Ball Below Your Feet 
 
Lean back more so that you retain your balance on the down slope.  Grip the 
club all the way at the top so you use ALL the club.    
 

Uphill Lies 
 
My favorites!  I feel like the ball is on the tee!!  Keep your shoulders balanced. 
They will tend to 'weigh' more on the right leg.  Play the ball forward, toward 
your big toe.  Take one club more than you normally would play.  If you would 
hit a 6, play a 5 instead.  Swing normally, and watch that ball GO!  
 

Downhill Lies 
 
Not my favorites.  But I am getting better.  Again, keep your shoulders 
balanced, even though the weight is geared towards your left foot.  Play the 
ball BACK in your stance.  A little back of middle should do the trick.  Take 
one club less than normal.  If you would hit a 7-iron, play an 8-iron.  You are 
trying to hit down into the ball, so take a full, high swing.  Then shout FORE!  
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SPECIALTY SHOTS 
Listen to the Pros 

   
   

When playing a par 3 hole, the first rule is to always use a tee.  
As my friend (OK, I never really met him, but it sounded cool to 
say that) Jack Nicklaus once said, “I found out a long time ago 
that air offers less resistance than dirt.”   Using a tee goes a long 
way to guaranteeing solid contact.  Duhhh!!  
 
(Not to you, Jack, my best friend, but to the people who refuse to 
use a tee!!)   
 
How high you tee the ball depends on the club you’re hitting and 
how much spin you want to put on the ball.  With long irons, I tee 
the ball about half  inch high.  That’s pretty far off the ground, but 
because I’m sweeping the ball off the tee, there’s little chance I’ll 
catch the ball too high on the clubface.  My thought as I sweep 
through the ball is to clip the tops of the grass, leaving the tee in 
the ground.  
 
With the more-lofted clubs like the 7  to 9-irons,  tee the ball much 
lower, barely above the turf, but please, do put it above the turf!!  
Your swing should naturally get more upright as the loft of the 
club increases, so you're hitting down on the ball more.  

 
Buried Deep in The Bunker, on the Top Slope...Is There Hope??  
 
Place your body on an angle with the slope of the bunker.  That means lower 
your right shoulder pretty low.  Close your club (should be a wedge) really far.  
I mean, lower it so that it is almost 180 degree angle!  The hosel (the part of 
the club that connects the shaft to the club face) should be over the ball, NOT 
over the club face.   Now, swing down HARD into the sand right outside the 
ball, past the ball by about one and a half inches. 
  
The ball is actually going to travel with the sand, not the club face.  I found 
this out when I hit an errant shot (I thought) while playing in South Carolina.  
It worked, and it's here in this book!  
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Getting out From Under the Trees   
 

1. Put the ball back in your stance with your weight forward (left foot for 
right-handers) and both hands forward of the ball.  

 
2. On the takeaway, cock your wrists early.  

 
3. Finish your swing low.   

 
4. Make sure you use a club with enough loft. Remember, with your 

hands forward of the ball on your setup, you'll de-loft the club, so 
choose a club or two or three less. And, of course, 'be the ball.' 

 
   
When the greens you are playing are hard, fast, unforgiving, even off 

the stimpmeter...do the following:  just get it on the green.  
DO NOT WORRY ABOUT STICKING THE FLAG! 
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 Slicing Around Obstacles   
 

1. Weaken your grip on the club.  
 

2. Move your hands to the left on the club.  
 

3. Open the face of the club. 
 

4. Aim to the left of the target.  
  
Note: You can't hit this shot from the deep stuff...which leads us to:  
 
Getting Out Of The Deep Rough   
 

1. The most important thing to remember is to play the deep rough like a 
bunker.  Interesting, huh?  Think about it.  Same resistance.  Different 
earth matter.  

 
2. Place the club a couple inches behind the ball, and keep an open 

stance.  
 

3. Make sure to keep your weight on your back foot.   
 

4. Swing.       
  
No, Not NASA, But It Is The Flight Path  
 
My misses on tee shots tend to come in two flavors:  the straight push or a 
push-slice.  The pushes can be very wide of the target line but dead straight 
and with some pretty decent distance.  One thing I NEVER do is hit a banana 
ball.   Does this sound like some who is swinging OTT?  Is it possible to arrive 
at impact with a face open enough to send it right even if the club head path 
is on target or even left?   
 
There's only one way to hit a 'straight' ball.  The clubface must be square, 
perpendicular to the club's path.  The *push* occurs because your swing 
path, relative to the target line, is coming from the inside.  At impact, the 
clubface is square to that inside-out path.  The ball goes basically straight, 
but on the path that you've swung the club on.    
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The push-slice is caused by the same basic swing path except with a face 
that is slightly open.  The ball can't cut across your body.  It starts out straight,  
in the direction of the swing path, and finishes with a slight fade, the face 
angle.  A ball that starts out right down the middle but then tails off to the right 
would indicate a swing path that is basically down the line but with a slightly 
open face at impact.  
 
If the ball is cutting, that would indicate some degree of an out-to-in swing 
path with an open face.  I don't see any way that you are going to hit pushes 
and push-fades with an OTT move, unless your takeaway is extremely inside.  
Then the relative OTT move would be outside that line but still coming from 
the inside.  You'd still have to be impacting the ball with a square to slightly 
open face.    
 
Hitting the Ball Low  
 
"As I spend a lot of my time in the trees, how do I keep the ball low to avoid 
overhanging branches, and still get some distance to advance the ball down 

the fairway?" 
 
In order to keep the ball low there are three necessary requirements: 
  

1. Club selection - You need to select a club with very little loft, perhaps a 
4 or 5-iron.  Don’t select a 2 or 3-iron, because the ball position is back 
and there is not enough loft on these clubs to get the ball airborne.  A 
smothered shot will result!  

 
2. Ball position - The ball needs to 

be back in the stance with the 
hands well ahead of the club 
head.  

 
3. Follow-Through - The 

follow-through must be short and straight through to the target. (A long, 
full follow through will result in a higher trajectory).  
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WEATHER 
Common Sense 

   
Cold  
 
Do WHATEVER you have to do to keep your hands warm:  
 

 •      Be sure to start warm, whatever you do.  
 •      You’ll be warmer walking than riding in a cart.  
 •      Figure on less distance for your full shots.  
 •      Above all, keep your hands warm to feel the club.  

 
Wind 
  
The key is SOLID contact – and to expect the unexpected: 
  

 •      Widen our stance for greater stability.  
 •      Allow for more wind than you think.  
 •      Remember that wind affects short shots, too.  
 •      Always think two shots ahead.  

 
 
When driving downwind leave the driver in the bag.  Use your 3-wood.  
You'll carry the ball just as far, and increase your chances of hitting the 

ball straight. 
 
 
 
Rain  
 
What you need to know to play well when it’s wet: 
 

• Check the weather forecast and make a game plan. 
• Put on your rain suit before you go out to warm up. 
• Putts will be slower and will break less on wet greens. 
• Think carry, not roll, when selecting clubs. 
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Hit Low When it Blows!  
 
Many players feel that they need to hit it harder into a breeze, but this causes 
them to put more spin on the ball and hit it higher. To hit it lower and more 
controlled, put the ball back in your stance a few inches and keep your hands 
forward.  Use a longer club than you would otherwise, and swing easy.  
 
Remember the old saying, "Swing with ease into the breeze."   
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SHANK, SLICE, HOOK, FAT, THIN 
A Problem By Any Other Name... 

 
   

Shank:  Say Goodbye, off to the right, hit my hosel, hope it hits 
that tree, I need to look for balls anyway...  
 
Slice:  I meant to do that, look at that boomerang, I was trying to 
get it past those trees, gimme another... 
  
Hook:  Hey, I hit the mirror image of your slice, Captain... 
  
Fat:  Chunking it, flopping it, taking a divot before the ball, hitting 
the 7,900 mile circumference of the ball we live on before the 
1.62 inch circumference of the ball you should be hitting... 
  
Thin:  Hitting the ball's equator, skulled, rocket launcher around 
the green, projectile, no height, common cause of mulligans... 

  
The Slice 
  
The bottom line problem is that your clubface is open at impact.  It's 
ingrained in your swing.   Try these:  
   
Hit a 3-iron off the tee.  
   
Swing at 60% speed.  Don't follow through.  Hit it like it's a chip shot, but stop 
on the follow through.  That will quickly show if you are set up correctly.  
   
On the downswing, you should feel as if you are pulling your left arm down 
(assuming you’re right-handed).  Practice that, and gradually build up your 
speed to 85%.  You should never swing harder than that, in the tee box or on 
the fairway.  
   
On the tee, position the ball right inside your left foot.  
   
On the fairway, position it center for 3 to 6-irons, and for 7-irons to the PW, 
position the ball between center and your right foot.  
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Vardon...Check, Please!  
 
Many other things can cause a slice, but many times the old grip is the culprit.   
Make sure that when looking down at address, you can see the first two 
knuckles of your left hand and a "V" formed between the thumb and 
forefinger pointing toward your right shoulder.   With the right hand, have the 
"V" pointing toward your chin or slightly to the right shoulder. It works! See 
the section on "Grips."   
   
Pull the Rope!  
 
Many people with a slice problem cut across the ball on the downswing.  
That is, they have bad club angle. 
  
Think of a rope attached to a tree above you. From the top of the backswing, 
you should feel that you're pulling the rope straight down.  Let your left arm 
do the work.  See the section on "Swings."   
 
This forces the right elbow to stay close to your side.  It also gives your stroke 
the correct inside path, and improves your ability to swing out toward the 
target rather than across the ball.  
 
Bow – Not Like “How,” But “Show” – Your Wrist  
 
Feel the left wrist bowed at the top.  If you play with a slice that is caused by 
an open clubface at impact (your ball starts straight but then sails to the right), 
try to feel the left wrist bowed at the top of the swing – it promotes a closed 
clubface and a right-to-left draw.  
 
Hook  
 

1. Alignment - Check that your shoulders are parallel to the target and not 
aimed to the right at address.  Aiming too far to the right will cause you 
to come over the top (also known as “OTT” if you want to be cool).   

 
2. Make sure that your weight does not get out on the toes, either at 

address or throughout the swing.   
 

3. Make sure you transfer your weight through to the forward foot on the 
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downswing.   
 

4. Make sure your hips finish facing the hole to complete the swing.  
 
Try these fixes and there should be no more ball scrounging or borrowing. 
 
  
    
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I Got The Shanks...  
 
The cause of shanking is that the ball contacts the hosel of the club, and 
nothing else.  It is not caused by an open clubface, as many people think. 
There are two main reasons that the ball will contact the hosel: 
  

1. Posture, or address position – Make sure that your weight is settled 
back on your heels at address and throughout the swing. This will stop 
you from falling forward and allow you to make contact on the sweet 
spot of the club.  Hint:  Try standing with a golf ball underneath the 
back of your feet. This will definitely keep the weight on your heels.  

 
2. Path of swing through impact – See "The Swing" chapter.  I don't want 

to be redundant again and again and again and again.    
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Captain Hook  
 
If you hook the ball, the clubface is closed at impact.  Most hookers suffer 
from a lack of body rotation (I am not even going there, you pathetic mind) on 
the through-swing.  Make sure the triangle created by your hands, arms, and 
chest at address remains intact throughout the swing.  If you maintain that 
connection, your weight will naturally shift to your right side on the backswing 
and transfer to your left side on the downswing.  
   
Shoulder Under Chin – You Won't Hit It Thin!  
 
Get in the habit of placing your right shoulder under your chin before looking 
for where the ball goes. This doesn't mean keep your head down forever. I 
think we covered that little misunderstanding already.   Let your head move, 
but let your shoulder be what brings it up after contact.  Do this properly and 
you'll almost see the club hit the ball...almost.  
   
 Slicing to the Right    

Question 
 
In general, I hit high flyers that land softly, much higher than you'd normally 
expect for the iron being hit.  I am flat on both feet at impact and hands even 
with ball at impact, adding loft to the club. I achieve Inconsistent contact, 
both fat and thin at times.  What should I do? 
  

Advice 
 
First, you need to take away with a much more closed club face.  Next, 
flatten the wrist at the top, and keep that club face closed, not wide open like 
before.  Finally, close your shoulders at setup – they were open prior.    
 
The shot I now hit with these thoughts is left and a draw.  He tells me that my 
body will naturally initiate a hip turn after hitting these balls left for a while, 
that is, my body will want to drive forward in order to straighten the ball out.  I 
do like being able to hit the draw, and the contact does feel cleaner and more 
consistent.   
 
Does this ring true?  What exercises do you utilize to drive forward and come 
off the back foot?   
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Real Advice 
 
I'm a 12 handicap, but I did take lessons, and got some of the same 
messages about keeping the clubface closed and maintaining a flatter left 
wrist.  However, my shoulders and stance were too closed at address, so he 
wanted me to open those up.  I was also standing too close to the ball.  That 
was Pro # 1.  He didn't want me to have a lot of lower body movement, since 
that seemed to be screwing me up.  Just swing the club and let the body 
respond to it – a lot of work on keeping the club on plane and maintaining 
spine angle.  It also worked on releasing the club through impact. 
  
Pro # 2 showed me that I was tilting my shoulders rather than turning them, 
and had me start turning them more level.  This made a huge difference both 
in power and in eliminating the slice.  It put my back in a much better position 
at the top to deliver power instead of tied up in a knot.  It also put the club in 
a different position and flattened the swing plane.  Now the predominate 
problem is a hook; slices are rare.   
There wasn’t much emphasis from this guy on keeping the clubface shut or 
square on the backswing.  Let it open if that's what it naturally wants to 
do...just relax my arms and let the club head do it's own thing.  He wants the 
club head to release naturally without me forcing it, and this comes from 
swinging inside-out.   
 
The last thing he has me working on is beginning my downswing by making a 
slow, controlled movement with my hips to put the weight on my left foot and 
clear my hips before doing anything else with my upper body or arms.  He 
has me practice this by making swings in super slow motion.  This is also a 
good way to find the correct impact position and swing path that allows a free 
swing that releases automatically.  
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 COURSE MANAGEMENT 
Play It Smart 

 
 

Look...the bottom line is don't play stupid.  Play like it’s a 
business.  Play smart.  Unless you don't care.  I actually have to 
admit, I often turn to whomever I am playing with, and tell them "I 
didn't come all the way out here (wherever here may be) and 
pay $50 (or $10 or $325) just to lay up."  So, I know the 
temptation.  However, once in a while, see how low you can get 
your score by using the advice below....  

 
   
Treat Every Par 5 as a Par 3  
 
Think of this novel approach!!  A par 5 hole is really just a par 3 in disguise. 
Instead of automatically blasting your driver and fairway wood on every par 5, 
figure a two-shot combination that will position you 100 to 120 yards from the 
green.  Once there, you can think of the hole as any easy, 100 to 120 yard 
par 3.  
   
Hole Management  
 
Play golf like checkers!  Hitting the ball, especially with your driver, isn't just 
about length, but also about where you want to be for your next shot.  
Position your tee shot in the best place to make your next shot.  Sounds 
simple, huh?  Do you DO IT???   
 
Try NOT to Shoot the Pin  
 
Try this:  aim for the center of every green with every full shot and forget 
about the pin.  This will take some willpower, but I bet you shoot one of your 
lowest rounds ever.  How?  You’ll miss less greens.  
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Find the exact yardage; and make a commitment to the club you chose 

based on that distance. 
 

Your goal should be to position your approach directly below the hole 
so you can ram your next putt straight back up the hill into the cup. 

 
 Remember, where you putt from is as important as how you putt. 

 
   
Quick Tips  
 
Next time you play a round of golf, make your number one objective to get 
the ball on the green. I frequently observe Warriors as they play a round of 
golf, and I am amazed by the number of players who will shoot directly at a 
flag that is tucked 10 feet from the left edge of the green…with a 3-iron…out 
of the rough. The best players in the world would not try this, which is why 
they are the best players in the world.  
 
The key is to know your limitations and play accordingly. From the fairway, 
the average tour player will only shoot at flags with short or mid irons in their 
hand. You need to know when you should shoot at flags and when you 
should get the ball on the green.   
 
The quickest way to lower you score is to get the putter in your hands as 
soon as possible. I am going to suggest that if you are faced with anything 
but the easiest of shots, you simply try to hit the ball into the center of the 
green.  For you, this may be 100 yards away in the middle of the fairway, in a 
bunker, or simply chipping from next to the green.   
 
In most situations inside 100 yards, the average tour player averages about 
2.5 shots – the shot to the green plus an average of 1.5 putts.  Your goal 
should be to average 3 shots. Being within a half shot of the best 
players....hmmmm!   As it seems so simple to just get the ball onto the green, 
you will be brimming with confidence.  And confidence, my friends, makes for 
a lot of 1 or 2 putts.  
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What's YOUR Par for a Course???  
 
Your goal is always to try to play to the best of your abilities each and every 
round.  However, in many instances, you are trying to achieve an unrealistic 
goal with course par.   
 
Instead of utilizing the course par on your scorecard, I suggest developing 
your own par and substitute it on your scorecard.  Play your course, hole by 
hole, in your mind, and record your score.  Be realistic in your assessment of 
what you think you can make on each hole on your course.  The next time 
you go out to play, scratch out the scorecard par for the course, and 
substitute your par for the course in its place.  
 
As your game improves, you will want to adjust your par accordingly.  Next 
time you go out and play up to your potential, you will be able to tell your 
friends that you shot par for your course today.   
   
 Use Your Score Card!  
 
OK, so you had a bad round.  But you don't know exactly WHAT was bad!  
Next time out, turn your scorecard into a diagram.  Under the section where 
you put the player’s name, place the following:  Hit Fairway, Hit Green, and # 
of Putts.  Then, for each hole, check the appropriate column or row if you hit 
the fairway, or if you hit the green.  Also put down the number of putts it took 
to get in.  You can get detailed.   
 
For example, under "Hit Green" you can put the number of shots it took you 
to get there.  On a par 4, it typically takes two (not for me!!).  If it took you 4 
shots to get there, put '4.'  You'll have an excellent understanding of where 
your game needs work!!   
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EQUIPMENT 
It’s All Up to You 

 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Put those long Irons On EBay!! 
  
Unless you’re a 4-handicap player or less, who generates a lot of club head 
speed, the long irons aren’t such a hot idea.   Those would be the 1,2 AND 3 
iron!!  They’re too hard to hit.  You wouldn’t use them more than once or 
twice a round anyway.  Do say, what to do?  Use some lofted utility woods, 
like a 5 or 7-wood, as they are much more versatile and will save you a lot of 
strokes.  
 
One thing the pros and Weekend Warrior should have in common is more 
than one sand wedge.  A single wedge just doesn’t cut it anymore.  Add a lob 
wedge, something with about 60 degrees of loft, and you’ll save par more 
often.  
    
The Right Equipment  
 
Among the most important steps in improving your game is to make sure you 
have the right equipment.  For instance, it’s essential to select a driver 
well-suited to your level of play.  Driver lofts vary from less than 7 to more 
than 12 degrees.   
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Expert golfers who generate lots of club head speed and can power the ball 
off the tee usually opt for drivers with lofts of 9 degrees or less.  Average 
golfers often use drivers with lofts of 10 or 11 degrees.  If you are a beginning 
golfer or your swing is relatively slow, you’ll likely need a driver loft of 12 
degrees or more to help you lift the ball into an ideal trajectory.  
   
The Right Club for You  
 
Although the mechanics of the golf swing are the first and foremost factor in 
hitting a good golf shot, correct equipment will certainly maximize your 
talents.  
 
There are several things to consider when choosing equipment.  It’s 
important to try several "demo" clubs, each having different specifications, to 
help you decide on the right set of clubs for you.  I don’t recommend only one 
particular brand of clubs.    I think the look and feel of a club plays a big role in 
how confident you feel with that particular club in your hand.  However, in my 
opinion the following elements are important considerations :  
 

1. Club Length - In my opinion, the most important club specification is 
proper length.   The right club length allows you to assume correct 
address position, without which a proper golf swing can never be fully 
executed.  The length of the club is primarily determined by the 
distance from the big knuckles to the ground.    

 
2. Shaft Flex - Too many players have shafts that are too stiff for them.   

Hit shots with different shaft flexes and note distance, trajectory, and 
direction.  

 
3. Grip thickness - Make sure your hands fit comfortably on the grip.  

Have your instructor check your grip and the thickness of the grip.  
 

4. Swing weight - Since swing weight is affected by length, shaft flex, and 
grip size, the proper swing weight will fall into place as you decide on 
specifications #1,#2 and #3.  

 
5. Lie - Certainly in my opinion the most overlooked and probably the 

most important aspect of your irons.   Most golfers have clubs that are 
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too flat, causing the toe of the club to hit the ground first, opening the 
clubface.  The result is a slice or push.   Note the depth of your divots. 
Is the toe end of the divot deeper than the heel ?  This will indicate that 
the club lie angle is too flat.  The opposite will be true of heel deep 
divots, although I find this to be very rare.  

 
You don't necessarily have to buy new clubs. You can have your clubs 
altered by a professional club fitter.  Don't fall for the hype of thinking you can 
buy a better game.  Let common sense prevail.  You usually can't.  
 
Cleats 
 
25% of PGA Tour players wore plastic cleats in 1998.  Today, 99% of 
America’s 14,903 courses don’t allow metal spikes.  Hmmm...metal spikes 
have nearly disappeared, but about one-third of players in an average PGA 
Tour event wore metal last year.    
   
What's in YOUR Wallet, err...Bag?  
 
Phil Mickelson   

Ball: Titleist Pro V1 
Driver: Titleist 983K, 9.5 degrees 
3-wood: Titleist 980F TR, 13 degrees  
1-iron: Ping Eye2 
Irons (3, 5-9): Titleist 731 PM  
Wedges: Titleist CNC (PW); Titleist Vokey (52, 56,60 degrees)  
Putter: Scotty Cameron by Titleist Futura 
   

Fuzzy Zoeller:   
Ball: Srixon UR-X 
Driver: TaylorMade R540 XD, 8.5 degrees 
3-wood: Sonartec, 14 degrees 
4-wood: Sonartec, 17 degrees 
Irons (3-PW):   Srixon 1-302   
Wedges: Titleist Vokey (52, 58 degrees) 
Putter: Never Compromise Sub 30 B1  
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Ball Shelf-Life  
 
The shelf life of a new ball today, assuming you’re not storing it in a place of 
high humidity or high temperatures, is at least four to five years.  But use 
them.  Golf balls aren't like fine wine.  If the balls are of the old wound variety, 
then they will deteriorate faster and are probably useless today.  
 
What Ball Should You Play? 
 
Whatever you find in the woods or in the stream, actually!  All balls go 
roughly the same distance once a certain club head speed is produced, with 
a minimum of 70 degrees air temperature. That’s why this decision should be 
based on short game performance.   
 
A softer ball will come off the clubface slower and spin more.  A harder ball 
will come off the clubface faster and spin less.  So, you must putt and chip 
with a variety of balls to determine your preference.   It's not the 
manufacturer, but the characteristic of the ball that is important.  Only you 
can make a logical decision based on observation and feel. Your local PGA 
club professional should allow you to take a few balls at a time to the practice 
green to figure it out.  Please note - temperature also plays a role.   
 
 
To keep your gloves flexible when not using them, stick two golf balls 

inside them before you close your trunk and head home. 
Always give your old clubs to a little kid.  You just might be helping the 

next Masters Champ. 
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  WRAPPING IT UP 
The Finishing Touches 

 
 

 
 

“When you throw a club, always make sure you throw it down the 
fairway.  That way you can find it easily enough to throw again!” 

   
   
Rules of the Game  
 
Should a ball fall off the tee when not in play or if it is knocked off the tee as a 
player addresses it, the ball may be re-teed WITHOUT PENALTY.  This 
should come in handy next time you knock your ball of the tee, and your 
obnoxious partner says "That's one...hee-hee-hee!"  Come on!!  We all play 
with someone like that!!  
         
How to Avoid a Hustle  
 

1. Does he have a 1-iron in his bag?  If so, don’t play him.  Only good 
players can hit those things.  

 
2. Never bet with a stranger.  

 
3. If you do bet, make it a straightforward Nassau (front, back, 18 bet).  

Don’t get hit with lots of side bets.  
 

4. If he uses a ball that isn’t new, say goodbye.  Bad players don’t have 
old balls; we lose them too fast! 

 
5. Look at your opponent’s left hand.  If he has calluses, he’s either 

played or practiced a lot.  If that left hand is less tan than the right, 
same rule – it’s spent a lot of time wearing a golf glove.  
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Etiquette  
 
• Don’t talk while someone is playing a stroke.  Give your partners time and 

silence while they are analyzing the situation, making their practice 
swings, and actually making their swing for real.  Don’t stand near them or 
move about, either, especially when you’re on the greens.  Stay out of 
their peripheral vision while they are putting.  Don’t stand near the hole or 
walk between your partner’s ball and the hole.  Even be mindful of your 
shadow.  The line of a putt – the path it must follow to the hole – is holy 
ground.  Your footprints might alter the path of a partner's putt.  Step over 
the putting line, or walk around (behind) the partner's ball.  

 
• Don’t yell out during or after a shot.  Even if boisterous behavior doesn't 

bother your playing partners, there are other people on the course who 
may be within earshot. 

 
• Be ready to play when it’s your turn – for example, when your ball lies 
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farthest from the hole.  Make your decisions while you’re walking to your 
ball or while waiting for someone else to play.  Be ready to play.  And 
when it’s your turn to hit, do so without any undue delay.  You don’t have 
to rush; just get on with it.  

 
• The honor, or the first show, on a given tee goes to the player with the 

lowest score on the previous hole.  If that hole was tied, the player with the 
lowest score on the hole before that is said to be up and retains the honor.  
In other words, you have the honor until you lose it.  

 
• Make sure everyone in your foursome is behind you when you hit.  You’re 

not going to hit every shot where you aimed.  If in doubt, wait for your 
playing partners to get out of your line of play.  The same is true for the 
group in front; wait until they are well out of range before you hit.  Even if it 
would take a career shot for you to reach them, wait.  Lawyers love golfers 
who ignore that rule of thumb.  

 
Pay attention to the group behind you, too.  Are they having to wait for you 
on every shot?  Is there a gap between you and the group ahead of you?  
If the answer to either or both is yes, step aside and invite the group 
behind you to play through.  This is no reflection on your ability as golfers.  
All it means is that the group behind plays faster than you do.  
   

• The best and more time-efficient place to let a group behind play through 
is at a par 3.  It’s the shortest hole and therefore the quickest way of 
playing through.  After hitting your ball onto the green, mark it, and wave 
to them to play.  Stand off to the side of the green as they do so.  After 
they have all hit, replace your ball and putt out.   

 
Simple, isn’t it?  This piece of basic golf manners is abused time and 
again by players who don’t know any better and have no place on a golf 
course.  Ignore them.  Do what’s right.  Stepping aside makes your round 
more enjoyable.  Think about it.  Who likes to ruin someone else’s day?  
Give your ego a rest and let me, I mean THEM, through.  

 
• Help the Bill Murray out.  A golf course takes a lot of pounding over a 

day’s play:  all those balls landing on greens, feet walking through 
bunkers, and divots of earth flying through the air.  Do your bit for the golf 
course.  Repair any ball marks you see on the greens.    
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• Repair ball marks.  Stick the repair tool in the green around the perimeter 

of the indentation.  Start at the rear.  Gently lift the compacted dirt.  
Replace any loose pieces of grass or turf in the center of the hole.  Then 
take your putter and tap down the raised turf until it is level again.  You 
can repair ball marks either before or after you putt.  

 
 More than Just Manners  
 
“Etiquette” is a word that's often heard in relation to golf, more so than with 
any other sport, but it's not just about manners. The rules of golf etiquette are 
what they are for several very important reasons.  Many of them relate to the 
safety of golfers, many relate to pace of play (which helps keep the game 
enjoyable), and other rules of golf etiquette relate to maintaining the quality 
of the golf course.  
 
In other words, golf etiquette is an essential part of the game, and it's 
something that newcomers to the game often learn as they go, on the course, 
when playing with more experienced golfers.  If you are new to the game or 
just need to brush up on your golf etiquette, here are some basic rules of the 
road that will help keep the game enjoyable for you and those around you.   
   
Keep It Safe 
  
• Do not swing your club until you know that others in your group are at a 

safe distance.  Likewise, keep your distance when others are swinging.  
Be aware to steer clear of trouble.  

 
• When practicing your swing, never swing in the direction of another player. 

There may be pebbles or twigs or other matter in the grass that could fly 
up and injure a playing partner.  

 
• Do not hit the ball until you are certain that the group ahead of you is out of 

range.  
 

• If your ball appears headed toward another player or another group, give 
them a warning by yelling out, "Fore!"  

 
• Observe the safety suggestions posted in golf carts and drive carefully.  
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Golf etiquette requires keeping your cart off the grass as much as 
possible.  

 
• Never throw clubs in anger. You're a grown up. Act like it.  
 
Maintain a Good Pace  
 
• Keep the round moving by being prepared to hit your shot when it is your 

turn. You probably don't like waiting on other groups - don't make other 
groups wait on you.  

 
• The player who is away hits first in a group.  However, in friendly matches 

(as opposed to tournament play), this rule can be ignored in favor of 
"ready play" - players hit as they are ready.  All players should agree to 
"ready play" before it is put into effect.  

 
• Do not spend too much time looking for a lost ball, particularly if there is a 

group behind you ready to play.  If you insist on taking the full five minutes 
allotted to look for lost balls, golf etiquette says wave up the group behind 
to allow them to play through.  

 
• Always try to keep pace with the group ahead of you.  If space opens in 

front of you, allow a faster group to play through.  
 

• When two players in a cart hit to opposite sides of a hole, drive to first ball 
and drop off that player with his club, then drive to the second ball.  After 
both players hit, meet up farther down the hole.  

 
• When walking from your cart to your ball, take a couple clubs with you. 

Taking only one club, then having to return to the cart to retrieve a 
different club, is a huge time-waster.  

 
• Always leave the putting green as soon as your group has finished 

putting.   
 
Be Kind to the Course 
 
• Observer cart rules.  Some courses will post "cart path only" signs; others 

will ask you to observe the "90-degree rule."  Do as you are told.  
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• Keep carts away from greens and hazards. 
 
• Repair all divots.  
 
• Repair all ball marks on the green.  
 
• Always rake sand traps after hitting, to erase your footprints and damage 

to the area where your ball was.  
 
• Never take a divot on a practice swing. 
 
On the Lighter Side of the Links  
 
On the front nine, a golfer hit numerous fat shots, chopping huge divots out 
of the course with nearly every swing.  Before trudging onto the back nine, 
the golfer said, “I’d move Heaven and earth to break a hundred today.”  
“Better try moving Heaven,” his caddie replied.  “You’ve already moved most 
of the earth.”  
    
Videotaping 
 
Videotaping is a  huge shortcut to helping you reach your potential.  Almost 
non-existent and unpopular when I was a kid, the use of videotaping in the 
world of golf instruction has become commonplace.  Unfortunately, very few 
people, when working on their golf games, take advantage of it.   
 
The most  important fact is that what you feel you do and what you actually 
do when swinging the golf club are almost always totally different.  Videotape 
yourself.  It will open your eyes!  
 
Balancing Act  
 
To help get your balance right practice by standing on two bricks, one under 
each foot.  
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  GOLF TRUISMS 
Prove Them Wrong! 

 
1. Never try to keep more than 300 separate thoughts in your mind during 

your swing. 
 

2. When your shot has to carry over a water hazard, you can either hit 
one more club or two more balls. 

 
3. If you're afraid a full shot might reach the green while the foursome 

ahead of you is still putting out, you have two options: you can 
immediately shank a lay-up or you can wait until the green is clear and 
top a ball halfway there.  

 
4. The less skilled the player, the more likely he or she is to share ideas 

about the golf swing.  
 
5. No matter how bad you are playing, it’s always possible to play worse. 

 
6. The inevitable result of any golf lesson is the instant elimination of the 

one critical unconscious motion that allowed you to compensate for all 
of your many other errors. 

 
7. If it ain’t broke, try changing your grip. 

   
8. Golfers who claim they don't cheat also lie. 
 
9. Everyone replaces his divot after a perfect approach shot. 
 

10. A golf match is a test of your skill against your opponent’s luck. 
 
11. It's surprisingly easy to hole a fifty foot putt.....for an 8.  
  
12. Counting on your opponent to inform you when he breaks a rule is like 

expecting him to make fun of his own haircut.   
 
13. Nonchalant putts count the same as “chalant” putts. 

 
14. It's not a gimme if you're still away.   
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15. The shortest distance between any two points on a golf course is a 

straight line that passes directly through the center of a very large tree. 
   
16. There are two kinds of bounces; unfair bounces and bounces just the 

way you meant to play it.  
  

17. You can hit a two acre fairway 10% of the time and a two-inch branch 
90% of the time. 

   
18. If you really want to get better at golf, go back and take it up at a much 

earlier age.  
  

19. The game of golf is 90% mental and 10% mental.  
  

19. Since bad shots come in groups of three, a fourth bad shot is actually 
the beginning of the next group of three.   

 
20. When you look up, causing an awful shot, you will always look down 

again at exactly the moment when you ought to start watching the ball 
if you ever want to see it again.   

 
21. Every time a golfer makes a birdie, he must subsequently make two 

triple bogeys to restore the fundamental equilibrium of the universe.   
 

22. If you want to hit a 7-iron as far as Tiger Woods does, simply try to lay 
up just short of a water hazard.   

 
23. To calculate the speed of a player’s downswing, multiply the speed of 

his backswing by his handicap; i.e., backswing 20 mph, handicap 15, 
downswing 300 mph.   

 
24. There are two things you can learn by stopping your backswing at the 

top and checking the position of your hands: how many hands you 
have, and which one is wearing the glove.   

 
25. Water hazards attract, fairways repel.   

 
26. Don’t buy a putter until you’ve had a chance to throw it.  
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~Strange But True~ 
 

The sets of clubs with which Tom Watson won the 1975 Open 
Championship, 1977 USPGA Championship, and 1977 Open 

Championship were later deemed not to conform to R&A and USGA 
rules and regulations. Fortunately, for Watson, no disciplinary action 

was taken. 
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  MY FAVORITE RESOURCES 
Connect to the Internet 

 
As the subtitle notes, you need to be connected to the Internet to access 
these:  
   
Golf Club Superstore     
Golf Ball Store                     
Clothing      
Golf Technology   
Golf Speak                          
1/2 Price Golf Balls 
Golf For FREE   
Golf's Greatest Swings       
www.free-golf-tip.com 
www.breaking110.com 
   
   
For Issues downloading the "Golf Tips for the Weekend Warrior" book, email 
us at:  support@free-golf-tip.com. 
 
We sincerely appreciate you purchasing our first (and probably last) golf 
book.  We do wish you the best  of luck with your game, and hope we have 
been of assistance.  
 
If we have not helped your game, please send an email to the person you 
dislike playing with the most, and tell them "Hey, I found an incredible Golf 
Book you should buy right away!!"  
  
 
 
 


